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PROFILE
American Axle & Manufacturing (AAM) is a premier, Tier One, global manufacturer of

automotive driveline and chassis modules and components and metal formed products,

including axles and driveshafts for light trucks, sport utility vehicles, passenger cars

and crossover vehicles. In addition to manufacturing systems and components for

major automotive manufacturers, AAM designs, engineers, validates and tests complete

driveline systems and chassis suspension modules. Using just-in-time or sequenced

parts delivery, we can supply customers with our products whenever and wherever

they are needed in the world.

Financial Summary
2004 2003

(In millions, except per share data)

Statement of income data

Net sales $3,599.6 $3,682.7 

Gross profit 474.5 540.3

Operating income 284.8 346.3 

Net income 159.5 197.1 

Diluted earnings per share $ 2.98 $ 3.70 

Balance sheet data

Cash and cash equivalents $ 14.4 $ 12.4

Total assets 2,538.8 2,398.7 

Total long-term debt 448.0 449.7 

Stockholders' equity 955.5 954.7 

Statement of cash flows data

Cash provided by operating activities $ 453.2 $ 496.9 

Capital expenditures (240.2) (229.1)

Net operating cash flow* 213.0 267.8 
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* Included within this page and/or the Chairman’s letter on page 3, are references to net operating cash flow, after-tax return
on invested capital and net debt to capital. This information should not be viewed as a substitute for financial measures
determined in accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America (GAAP).  For an
explanation and reconciliation, see “Supplemental Financial Data” on page 27 in Management's Discussion and Analysis.
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CHAIRMAN’S LETTER

Richard E. Dauch 

Co-Founder, Chairman of the Board & 
Chief Executive Officer
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The year 2004 was profitable and rewarding for American Axle &
Manufacturing (AAM), our shareholders, associates and other stakeholders.
It was a year in which we met new and ongoing challenges and saw the
continuation of our international expansion.

Like other U.S. automotive companies, we experienced the harsh
realities of structural changes affecting the industry: global competition,
customer demand for global pricing and an escalating domestic
production cost environment.

We celebrated a major AAM milestone—the completion of 10 successful
and profitable years of existence—and entered the next phase in our
evolution and continued profitable growth. 

Major events have occurred—in the industry, the country, the world—
during our young life as a public company. But our rock solid foundation
and excellent balance sheet upon which we have built AAM continue to
serve us well in converting what some may see as difficulties into
opportunities. In 2004, IndustryWeek recognized AAM as one of its
“50 Best Manufacturing Companies,” based on our ability to “more than
survive during difficult times” and to “operate more intelligently and
efficiently” than our competitors.

I believe that we have every reason to be confident and optimistic about
AAM’s future as a leader in sophisticated, high technology and world-class
quality manufacturing. 

OUR STRONG FINANCIAL AND OPERATING

PERFORMANCE CONTINUES
AAM is the 26th largest automotive supplier in the world. We continue
to be a leader with respect to profitability, cash flow and after-tax return on
invested capital (ROIC). Our performance in 2004 was no exception: 

■ We delivered diluted earnings per share of $2.98.

■ We achieved net operating cash flow of $213.0 million.

■ We realized a 12.7% ROIC that continues to be in the upper range of
our peer group. 

■ We established a dividend policy and paid our first ever quarterly cash
dividends as a public company.

■ We initiated a stock repurchase program, authorizing 2.5 million shares
in February and adding 3.0 million shares in August.

■ We refinanced our debt at attractive investment-grade levels.

■ We improved our net debt to capital to 31.2%.

■ We are in compliance with Section 404 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of
2002 relating to AAM's internal controls as of December 31, 2004. We
also received an attestation report regarding our compliance from our
Independent Registered Public Accounting firm.

These achievements further demonstrate our commitment to financial
discipline and the integrity of our financial reports, which were certified 
by management.
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2004 WAS A BREAKOUT YEAR FOR SECURING

OUR FUTURE
AAM won incremental and successor business that secured
approximately 80 percent of our current book of business for the next 
10 years — a claim few Tier One automotive suppliers can make.

Our significant and growing research and development (R&D) efforts
are yielding advanced product technology that is paving the way 
into new markets, enabling us to grow domestically as well as
internationally. For example, AAM's new rear drive modules (RDMs)
and independent front drive axles (IFDAs) are creating opportunities for
us in the growing all-wheel-drive (AWD) passenger car and crossover
vehicle market, including a major AWD program that was sourced
to AAM and is scheduled to launch in 2007 for a global OEM.

We also secured new business with two Asian OEMs. One award
represents AAM's first opportunity to provide a foreign customer with
front and rear axle modules for a major North American product
platform. The second award marks our entry into the Asian market.
Under this lifetime program contract with South Korean automaker
Ssangyong Motor Company, AAM will produce RDMs and IFDAs
for multiple new vehicle programs beginning in late 2005.

WE ARE EXPANDING ENGINEERING AND

APPLIED TECHNOLOGY
AAM’s applied technology capability became a catalyst for
attracting new business this past year. AAM engineers at our World
Headquarters in Detroit, Michigan, our Technical Center in Rochester
Hills, Michigan and our new technical/business office in Puné, India
keep design and development going around the clock. We have
also been proactive in applying AAM technology in innovative ways
that are drawing interest from OEMs such as The Chrysler Group,
whose all-new Dodge Ram Power Wagon includes AAM’s first
electronically controlled SmartBarTM vehicle stabilizer system and
TracRite® electronic locking differentials.

WE CONTINUE TO GROW AND ENHANCE 

OUR OPERATIONS
AAM is in the process of evolving our Metal Formed Products
Division from basic steel procurement and forging of raw steel to the
use of advanced processes and the production of precision-finish
machined and heat treated components. 

We have completed the initial phase of construction of our AAM facility
in Araucária, Brazil. In addition, we have initiated the third major
expansion of our Guanajuato manufacturing facilities in Silao, Mexico.

At our South Campus in Detroit, continued renovations and expansion
enabled us to centralize three important AAM disciplines in the newly
created Process Development Center, Quality Engineering Technical
Center (QETC) and AAM Training Center.

AAM QUALITY CONTINUES 

TO BE A DIFFERENTIATOR
We achieved Six Sigma quality performance (3.4 or less discrepant
parts per million), as measured by our largest customer, in April, June
and November of 2004. The introduction of new programs, such
as Robust Engineering with its focus on variation reduction, will
help us continue to meet and exceed our customers’ quality and
warranty expectations. 

WE ARE MANAGING FACTORS THAT AFFECT

OUR BUSINESS
Major challenges for the year included an uncertain and softening
market for domestic OEM vehicle production volumes and increased
costs associated with the highest steel and metal prices in decades. 

Countering rising commodity prices — While we cannot
control global economic supply and demand, we are leveraging our
strong position in the marketplace to protect continuity of supply and
secure the lowest possible prices for our metal market commodities.

AAMilestones

The first 10 years. 
A decade of progress and

profitable growth
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1994
• March 1 — AAM opens
for business with five U.S.

manufacturing facilities purchased from GM
• With new leadership, a new corporate culture is

developed focusing on manufacturing excellence
and productivity

• AAM begins to diversify its customer base with a
contract to supply ZF with net-shaped gears for
Mercedes-Benz SUVs 
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Over the past five years, we have identified alternative sources of
supply and validated new steel sources in countries such as Brazil,
Italy, Mexico and South Korea. 

Constructive labor negotiations — AAM reached new, four-
year national agreements with the United Auto Workers (UAW)
and the International Association of Machinists (IAM), which became
effective on March 8, 2004 and May 17, 2004, respectively.
The UAW and IAM contracts, covering approximately 6,700
AAM associates in North America, represent a mutual effort to
address structural changes in the industry with solutions that
improve AAM’s competitiveness and flexibility. 

OUR FOCUS IS ON THE FUTURE
The pages of this annual report illustrate the qualities that helped
create and continue to define American Axle & Manufacturing. Today
and moving forward, AAM is: 

■ A company that knows who it is: Strong, disciplined, sustainable
and Detroit-based with high-technology products, world-class
quality, delivery and value as our differentiators.

■ A company that knows where it is going: Where our customers
are, where there is profitable growth and where new markets exist
for our advanced and innovative technology products.

■ A company that has the right strategy for getting there: Diversify,
profitably grow and expand our efforts to continue our 
global growth. 

■ A company that performs at the highest level of financial discipline
and integrity, in full compliance with the Sarbanes-Oxley Act 
of 2002.  

In 2005 and beyond, we will continue to seek creative solutions to
global business challenges. We will lead the way with solutions that
add value for our customer base. Our strategy for ongoing profitable

growth includes expanding our market share in North America and
South America through new opportunities with domestic and
transplant OEMs. We will strengthen commercial and technical
relationships with European and Asian OEMs and continue to
investigate opportunities for further global growth.

THIS IS AAM!
As a company, AAM is only as strong as the people whose spirit,
energy and teamwork drive it. We are proud to participate in the
communities in which our facilities are located.

I would like to thank all of the dedicated men and women who led
our company through its first decade so successfully. Your knowledge,
integrity, work ethic, productivity and creativity provide AAM with the
basis to compete in this globally competitive environment.

I would also like to thank our stockholders for your ongoing trust,
support and investment. We will continue working to enhance
stockholder value as we pursue our strategic objectives.  

It is most fulfilling and satisfying to have AAM’s strength, commitment
and values showing through daily at our new World Headquarters,
which we dedicated on July 23, 2004. AAM is proud to be part of
the city that is the epicenter of the global automotive industry.

Strong, dedicated and here to stay. We continue to press forward
with our vision and strategy to ensure a sustainable, profitable 
future for AAM.

This is who we are. This is what we do. This is AAM!

Richard  E. Dauch 
Co-Founder, Chairman of the Board & 
Chief Executive Officer

1995
• The AAM

Technical
Center opens in
Rochester Hills,
Michigan 

• A $20 million paint facility opens at Buffalo
Gear & Axle

• AAM expands its product portfolio with
aluminum and metal matrix composites as
alternatives for driveshaft manufacturing

1996
• AAM earns the driveline system program for

GM’s new full-size trucks and SUVs
• TracRite® traction-enhancing differentials are

added to the AAM product portfolio
• The ongoing $2 billion facility and machinery

upgrade process brings AAM operations to
world-class levels

• AAM's R&D efforts lead to a new generation of
I-Ride™ rear suspension modules (RSMs) 

1997
• Recapitalization

paves the way for
AAM to expand its
global footprint

• AAM establishes its Asia Pacific Business
Office in Tokyo, Japan

• AAM is awarded the driveline system program
for GM’s all-new mid-size SUVs
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1998
• Construction begins on

Guanajuato Gear & Axle in
Silao, Mexico

• AAM acquires United Kingdom-based 
Albion Automotive 

• The axle program for GM/Isuzu’s mid-size pick-
up trucks is awarded to AAM 

1999
• January 29—AAM completes its

Initial Public Offering and begins
trading on the NYSE 

• MSP Industries and Colfor Manufacturing are
acquired by AAM

• AAM do Brasil is established in Curitiba, Brazil
• The European Business Office opens in 

Ulm, Germany
• AAM is awarded the driveline systems contract

for the Dodge Ram Heavy Duty program

2000
• Production begins at

Guanajuato Gear & Axle
in Silao, Mexico

• AAM begins construction
of Guanajuato Forge in
Silao, Mexico

• The Cheektowaga Machining Facility opens in
Western New York

American Axle & Manufacturing is one of the largest light vehicle driving
axle producers in the world. We also produce other components that make up
the driveline system—driveshafts, differentials, suspension systems, modules,
stabilizer systems; and will soon be producing other products such as rear
drive modules (RDMs) and independent front drive axles (IFDAs).  

Our capabilities extend well beyond manufacturing, with core competencies
that include full design, engineering, systems integration, metal forming and
forging, machining, welding, heat treating, assembly and product validation.

Our investment in advanced circuit board development and advanced
electronic algorithms enables us to integrate sophisticated electronics into
our product portfolio to enhance the safety and performance of vehicles and
provide the ultimate customer with a better product.

As a company, we have been recognized for our quality and warranty
performance, our financial strength and the ability of our associates to apply
sophisticated technology throughout our products, processes and systems.

As the automotive industry continues to expand globally, AAM is on the
move, applying our experience and expertise to carefully seek out further
opportunities to ensure our long-term success and sustainability. We also
have the logistical capabilities to meet the requirements of customers
throughout the world.

A m e r i c a n  A x l e  &  M a n u f a c t u r i n g  M i l e s t o n e s

STRATEGIC PROFITABLE GROWTH

Steve Gregerson, Managing Director, 

China Business Office – Shanghai, China

(right) Pierre LaFoille, President & 

Chief Operating Officer and 

Vera Silva, Human Resources Manager, 

AAM do Brasil
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TARGETING GROWING MARKETS:

PASSENGER CARS AND

CROSSOVER VEHICLES

We are applying our core strengths in four-wheel-
drive/all-wheel-drive (4WD/AWD) driveline
systems and components for light trucks and SUVs 
to the growing global passenger car and crossover
vehicle market. Today, AAM can supply a complete
lineup of 4WD/AWD driveline systems and
components for passenger cars and crossover
vehicles, including:

■ RDMs, for improved ride and handling over
traditional beam axles 

■ power transfer units (PTUs), which convert front-
wheel-drive to AWD (one, two and three 
axis versions)

■ center differential torque 
bias couplings

■ multi-piece driveshafts

■ I-RideTM rear suspension
modules (RSMs)

In 2004, we earned a
major contract to supply
AAM RDMs and IFDAs
and our first RSM for a
major high-volume, rear-
wheel-drive (RWD)/AWD
passenger car program that
is global in scope. We have
also successfully designed
and packaged our AWD
driveline technology for
passenger cars and are
aggressively demonstrating
vehicles containing our
prototype products in South
America and Europe where
these vehicles are in 
high demand.

(above) AAM has the

capability to design,

develop and manufacture

driveline components and

systems for 4WD/AWD

passenger cars and

crossover vehicles

(left) Ron Schoenbach,

Executive Director,

Advanced Engineering &

Product Development and

Mark Barrett, Executive

Director, Released

Engineering & 

Domestic Programs

2001
• AAM joins the Fortune 500
• GM designates AAM as

system integrator for the
driveline system for its 
next-generation full-size
truck program

• AAM introduces Integrated Oil Pan front 
axles with electronic disconnect, the
SmartBar™ roll-control system and electronic
TracRite® differentials 

2002
• AAM receives the PricewaterhouseCoopers

Automotive News Shareholder Value Award for best
performance over a one-year period

• Forbes magazine names AAM one of the "Best Big
Companies in America" 

• AAM develops a driveline system for hybrid vehicles
• Three Rivers, Michigan manufacturing facility

expands and paves the way for axle production
• AAM introduces its Advanced Technology Showcase

Vehicle Fleet

2003
• AAM is upgraded by

Standard & Poors and
Moody’s to investment-
grade status 

• The second major expansion of the AAM
Technical Center is completed

• Growing business demands spur relocation of
AAM do Brasil to a larger facility in Araucária

• AAM introduces a family of PTUs for 
AWD vehicles

GOING PLACES: SELECTIVELY

AND STRATEGICALLY 

AAM’s strategy for profitable growth is
based on factors such as supporting our
customers wherever they are doing business;
developing new high-quality, low-cost
sourcing capabilities; developing solutions
through mass-reduced products and excellent
packaging; and anticipating the future
consolidation and manufacturing strategies
of OEMs throughout the marketplace.

In 2004, we significantly expanded our
global footprint by: 

■ adding AAM business offices in Seoul,
South Korea and Shanghai, China as
well as a technical/business office in
Puné, India

■ extending our supply base beyond North
America to Asia, Australia, Europe and
South America 

■ serving our first customer in Asia  

■ completing construction on the first phase
of our new manufacturing facility in
Araucária, Brazil 

■ initiating the third major expansion of our
Guanajuato manufacturing facilities in
Silao, Mexico

Michael Carlo, Chief Executive, India Business

Office – Puné, India
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AAM IS A LEADER IN APPLIED DRIVELINE AND CHASSIS
SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY

8

(above) Electronic controls enable us to

program our core products to meet specific

OEM requirements, such as superior off-road

performance in The Chrysler Group’s Dodge

Ram Power Wagon

2004
• AAM establishes a quarterly dividend policy for its stockholders
• Best performance over a three-year period earns AAM the

PricewaterhouseCoopers Automotive News Shareholder Value Award 
• AAM is selected to produce independent front drive axles (IFDAs) and rear

drive modules (RDMs) for South Korea based Ssangyong Motor Corporation
• Forbes magazine names AAM "Best Big Company" in its sector 
• Shanghai is the site for AAM’s new China Business Office 

• The India Business Office opens in Puné, India and the Korea Business Office opens in 
Seoul, South Korea



Our world-class applied technology is a major AAM differentiator, helping us
attract OEMs around the world while giving us a competitive advantage. As
we develop new technology, we continually work on innovative applications
we think might be useful and beneficial to OEMs. Our proactive efforts to
demonstrate and prototype new applications are earning us new business 
in new markets.

For example, the development by AAM engineers of a transfer case that
splits torque between front and rear axles on AWD light trucks and SUVs
is expected to create a number of commercial opportunities in the near
future. We are continuing to develop cost-effective “niche” applications
for our transfer case technology in anticipation of future trends.  

RAISING THE BAR FOR OFF-ROAD
PERFORMANCE: DODGE RAM POWER WAGON

AAM’s patented, microprocessor-based SmartBarTM and electronically-
controlled front and rear TracRite® locking differentials contribute to
making the 2005 Dodge Ram Heavy Duty Off-Road Power Wagon
what FourWheeler magazine calls “the most capable off-road pickup 
on the planet.” 

Pairing these products with the Dodge Ram Power Wagon is a product
development success story for AAM. Just as The Chrysler Group’s
engineers were contemplating a niche vehicle for
weekend off-roaders, we demonstrated AAM’s
SmartBarTM, which integrates an electronic
disconnect actuator, and the full locking
features of our TracRite® differentials. These
combined capabilities convinced our customer
that our products could deliver the
required flexibility and performance for
serious off-roading, as well as superior
on-road stability. 

In response to the success of the
Dodge Ram Power Wagon, AAM 
is currently supplying prototypes of
SmartBarTM systems to other interested
OEMs around the world. 

TracRite® differentials (above) and

SmartBar™ roll control systems (below)

are among the products that feature

proprietary AAM advanced electronics

Abdallah Shanti, Vice President

Information Technology, Electronic

Product Integration & Chief

Information Officer and

Andy Pinkos, Executive Engineer

Electronic Control Systems
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ENHANCING OUR CORE

PRODUCTS WITH ELECTRONICS

How did AAM evolve from producing
beam axles to developing, patenting and
producing intelligent, high-tech products such
as the SmartBarTM stabilizer system, recognized
for its superior off-road capabilities?

The answer: By enhancing our core products
with electronics to add value, sophistication,
efficiency and convenience for customers and
end users. 

In 2004, we significantly expanded our
electronics capabilities. We installed a new
Electronics Lab featuring the latest testing and
analysis equipment, such as a state-of-the-art
temperature chamber. 

We also achieved a major milestone with
the ability to design and develop electronics,
software and testing tools completely in-house.

For the SmartBarTM module on the Dodge Ram
Power Wagon, AAM engineers created and
rigorously tested and validated over 24,000
lines of software code. They also teamed up
with manufacturing to develop a process for

working with the new components in the
production environment. 

Our original product portfolio has evolved
from mechanical to approximately 20
percent electronically enhanced products
today. We are on track to achieve complete
transformation to electronics within the next
five years.   

AAM’s electronically enhanced products
currently include: the SmartBarTM roll control
system, TracRite® traction-enhancing
differentials, transfer cases, PTUs, RDMs, IFDAs
and vehicle stability enhancement systems. 

AAM—ACHIEVING QUALITY THROUGH 
PRODUCT, PROCESS AND SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY

OUR QUALITY AND WARRANTY PERFORMANCE

DIFFERENTIATES US

AAM’s quality policy has been in place since day one: To provide products
and services that totally satisfy requirements, as defined by our customers. Our
advanced quality planning strategy spans design, engineering, validation,
manufacturing and warranty; and incorporates techniques ranging from
Shainin Red X strategies to Robust Engineering and Design for Six Sigma. It is 
a strategy that is supported by ongoing investment in equipment, processes
and associate training.  

Today, we are closer than ever to achieving a goal of quality perfection, with
discrepant parts per million (PPM) decreasing from 13,441 PPM in 1994 to
6 PPM in 2004, as measured by our largest customer. This performance has
allowed AAM to reduce warranty claims significantly for its customers.

NEW MANUFACTURING AND METAL FORMING

PROCESSES 

One of the major factors in AAM’s ability to attract new customers is the
sophistication of our product, process and systems technology. Whether driven
by globalization, competition in an ever-changing industry, or the high
standards we hold ourselves to as a company, AAM always strives to apply 
the latest technology to improve the way we do business. 

Achievements in 2004:

■ We began preparing for the implementation of Minimum Quantity Lube
(MQL) machining, with equipment installation scheduled for 2005. 

■ We introduced the machining of magnesium for transfer cases.

■ We introduced cross-wedge rolling, becoming only the second company 
in North America to use this advanced forging process.

■ We began producing gears with tighter tolerances and using fewer pounds 
of steel—the result of implementing automated ring-rolling at Tonawanda Forge.
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Michael Dorah, Director, 

Global Supply Base

Management and

John Sofia, Vice 

President, Quality

Assurance &

Customer Satisfaction
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Discrepant Parts Per Million

(as measured by our largest customer)

More than 99%
Improvement



SOUTH CAMPUS ADDS QUALITY, PROCESS DEVELOPMENT AND TRAINING CENTERS

QUALITY ENGINEERING 

TECHNOLOGY CENTER

Spotless floors, clutter-free surfaces, well-defined work 
areas — AAM’s new Quality Engineering Technical 
Center (QETC) is a model of discipline, precision and
organization. Added to AAM’s South Campus in Detroit 
in 2004, along with our new Process Development Center
(PDC) and Training Center, the QETC makes AAM one of
only a few auto suppliers with a dedicated center for
preventing, investigating and resolving warranty issues. 

The QETC promotes rapid, creative, data-driven
problem solving. Here, crucial collaboration among
AAM associates, customers, end users and suppliers
helps us better understand how our products work “in 
the field” under a variety of conditions. Because of our
intense focus on quality and performance, AAM has
never had a product recall.

TRAINING CENTER

Booked almost constantly at full capacity since opening its doors, the Training
Center enables associates from all AAM facilities to take advantage of the
resources we offer for continuous improvement. The Training Center’s
curriculum is wide-ranging and responsive to changing requirements as we
identify the need for new skill sets and competencies. At any given time,
associates can obtain instruction in:

■ productivity, process and quality improvement

■ environmental issues and conservation 

■ industrial safety, including working in heights; preventing falls; and
properly operating plant equipment and machinery  

■ leadership, diversity and computer training

■ fluid power/hydraulics, working in confined spaces and machinery safety.

QETC Supervisor Mike Mauck with Dan Peck and John Popel

who received a General Motors Quality Driver Award for their

discovery of a system disturbance issue

John Jerge, Vice President, Human Resources, Ron Stiteler, Manager, Corporate

Safety Programs with Senior Training Coordinators Cathy Teasdale and Jerry

Kaminski at AAM’s new Training Center. AAM averaged 51 hours of on-site

instruction per associate in 2004

PROCESS DEVELOPMENT CENTER 

The PDC is a “pre-production lab” for developing new,
advanced processes and standards. It includes a Zeiss
CMM machine, CAD modeling, lathes and machining
equipment which PDC engineers utilize to prototype new
machining techniques, line processes and materials
before they are implemented on the plant floor.
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AAM MAKEOVER: THE METAL FORMED

PRODUCTS DIVISION

We don’t call it “forging” anymore. 

To stay competitive and meet new business demands, 
AAM is transforming our raw forging and basic machining
operations into the Metal Formed Products Division. In
2004, we began updating our major forging processes
and reinforcing AAM discipline throughout our systems—
from quality, program management and launch to 

materials scheduling/production control 
and maintenance.

The evolution from raw forging to finished
machining, precision machining, heat
treating and heat induction enables us
to take on more responsibility and

higher value-added content business. 
In 2004, we launched production of 

fully machined and heat treated wheel
hubs at our Colfor Manufacturing Facility

and earned purchase orders for next-generation,
six-speed transmission components for a major
OEM in North America and Europe, among
other new business. 

AT AAM, ENGINEERING 

NEVER SLEEPS

At AAM, we utilize engineering to
apply technology in all areas of the
corporation to achieve excellence 
in product, processes and systems.
Engineers at our Technical Center 
in Rochester Hills, Michigan work 
on design and development, release
programs and information systems, 
in areas including structural analysis,
noise and vibration, fluid dynamics,
kinematics and software development.
As the day ends in North America,
project files are transferred electronically
to our new office in Puné, India where
AAM engineers and systems
technicians add their input. As our
workload expands to accommodate
new business, our round-the-clock
engineering capabilities enable us 
to keep projects moving and deliver
new products to customers faster. 

GROWING OUR CORE
COMPETENCIES ROBUST ENGINEERING—THE

QUEST FOR OPTIMAL DESIGN

ADVANCED TESTING AND PRODUCT
VALIDATION

If we make it, we can test it. As we grow our product portfolio
with new and more sophisticated components and systems,
AAM is expanding both the capacity and capability of our
testing and validation.

The latest expansion of our Technical Center in 2004 raised our
array of testing/validation equipment to a new level that is
impressive by Tier One automotive supplier standards. Our broad
range of rapid prototyping and specialized testing equipment
includes a four-wheel-drive dynamometer, an advanced full-chassis
noise, vibration and harshness dynamometer, a differential test
stand and our new full-vehicle road load simulator. A new high-
speed dynamometer lets us test how our products will perform on
higher-speed European roadways. Also, our Engineering Group
has built testing tools specifically for validating AAM’s proprietary
electronic component firmware.

We test and validate components, modules and complete
systems—24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 362 days a year. 

John Bellanti, Vice President

Engineering & Chief 

Technology Officer

Tom Szymanski, President & Chief Operating Officer, Colfor Manufacturing,

and Rick Dauch, President, Metal Formed Products Division, examine heat

treated wheel hubs at Colfor
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Anchored in more than three million pounds of
concrete at our Technical Center, AAM’s all-new,
state-of-the-art road-load simulator is one of only a
few such pieces of test equipment in the world.

The road-load simulator is where AAM axle,
chassis and suspension modules meet the road.
The “road” in this case is a simulation of actual
loads digitally recorded by an AAM engineer
driving a prototype vehicle in a variety of 
road conditions. 

Investment in the road-load simulator pays off, for 
us and our customers, in early design optimization
and faster product development and validation. The
simulator’s versatility lets us test axle systems and full
and half vehicles, and supports AAM’s move into
higher-content chassis modules and AWD systems.

THE ROAD-LOAD

SIMULATOR

AAM’s world-class quality begins at the
Technical Center with excellent research and
development and product design. In June
2004, AAM introduced Robust Engineering,
a major initiative that is quickly becoming a

cornerstone of our engineering culture. Robust
Engineering is an intensive approach to
engineering that focuses on optimizing
product design by understanding and
“designing out” undesirable characteristics

that could lead to potential problems. AAM
engineers are applying Robust Engineering
techniques early in product development to
avoid issues such as noise, heat buildup 
and vibration. 

(above) Test Engineer Tim Cairns and Don Kurecka,

Manager, Technical Center, with the road-load

simulator. A typical eight-week, 30,000-mile proving

ground test program can be reduced to a mere two

weeks for data collection and actual testing time
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Dr. Robert Karban, Jr., 

Director, Advanced Quality Planning

and Karen Owen, Corporate Quality

Manager, Platforms and Quality

Administration

Innovative

Strategic

Profitable Growth 

Teamwork 
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Joanna Sideris,

Manager, Component Systems

WE’VE GROWN FROM AN IDEA INTO A
SUSTAINABLE MARKET LEADER 

At AAM, we are realizing the potential of our original
founding strategy. Our progress over the past 10 years 
is marked by the successful rebuilding of our operations,
leadership in our market segment and consistent financial
strength and stability.

Our ability to create and produce innovative products
has helped increase content-per-vehicle from $780 in
1995 to $1,173 in 2004. Today, over 80 percent of
our sales come from new products introduced by us in
the past six years. In addition to new technology, we
continue to add value for OEMs through unique
packagability and systems integration capabilities.

Along the way, AAM associates have contributed
immensely to our company’s reputation for quality,
integrity and world-class manufacturing.

Technology

THIS

AAM’s three axis -

helical drive power

transfer unit

Quality



IS AAM!

(from left to right)

David Brown, 

Jim Kline, 

Ben Hogan, 

Donald Joseph, and 

Sherri Ford-Jacobs,

Detroit Gear & Axle

Global

Leading Integrity
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AAM is supplying the complete driveline

system for the all-new HUMMER H3, 

pictured here with Lisa Sinishtaj, Sales

Account Manager

Inacio Moriguchi,

Executive Director

Manufacturing

Services,

Metal Formed

Products Division 
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OVERVIEW  

American Axle & Manufacturing Holdings, Inc. (Holdings) and its

subsidiaries (collectively, we, our, us or AAM) is a premier Tier I

supplier to the automotive industry and a worldwide leader in the

manufacture, engineering, design and validation of driveline

systems and related powertrain components and chassis modules

for light trucks, sport utility vehicles (SUVs), passenger cars and

crossover vehicles.  Driveline systems include components that

transfer power from the transmission and deliver it to the drive

wheels.  Our driveline and related powertrain products include

axles, chassis modules, driveshafts, chassis and steering

components, driving heads, crankshafts, transmission parts and

metal formed products.

We are the principal supplier of driveline components to General

Motors Corporation (GM) for its rear-wheel drive (RWD) light trucks

and SUVs manufactured in North America, supplying substantially

all of GM’s rear axle and front four-wheel drive/all-wheel drive

(4WD/AWD) axle requirements for these vehicle platforms.  Sales

to GM were approximately 80% of our total net sales in 2004,

82% in 2003 and 86% in 2002. 

As a result of our Component Supply Agreement (CSA) and

Lifetime Program Contracts with GM (LPCs), we are the sole-source

supplier to GM for certain axles and other driveline products for the

life of each GM vehicle program covered by a LPC.  Substantially all

of our sales to GM are made pursuant to the LPCs.  The LPCs have

terms equal to the lives of the relevant vehicle programs or their

respective derivatives, which typically run 6 to 12 years, and require

us to remain competitive with respect to technology, design and

quality.  We will compete for future GM business upon the expiration

of the LPCs or the CSA.

We are also the principal supplier of driveline system products for 

the Chrysler Group’s heavy-duty Dodge Ram full-size pickup trucks 

(Dodge Ram program) and its derivatives.  As part of this program, we

have commenced supply of a fully integrated computer-controlled chassis

system for the 2005 Dodge Ram Power Wagon in the fourth quarter of

2004.  Sales to DaimlerChrysler Corporation (DaimlerChrysler) were

11% of our total net sales in 2004, 9% in 2003 and 4% in 2002.

We continue to diversify our customer base.  In addition to GM

and DaimlerChrysler, we supply driveline systems and other related

AAMFINANCIALS
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components to PACCAR Inc., Volvo Group, Ford Motor Company,

and other original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) and Tier I

supplier companies such as Delphi Corporation, New Venture

Gear, Inc. and The Timken Company.  Our sales to customers other

than GM increased 8% to $728.0 million in 2004 as compared to

$674.0 million in 2003 and $498.5 million in 2002.  In 2005,

we will launch rear drive modules (RDMs) and independent front

drive axles (IFDAs) for South Korean automaker Ssangyong 

Motor Corporation.

INDUSTRY TRENDS AND COMPETITION

There are a number of key trends affecting the highly competitive

automotive industry.  The industry is global with an increased

emphasis on new consumer markets, geographically diverse

production facilities and supplier consolidation.  Pricing pressures

are significant, while domestic manufacturing costs, including labor

and certain raw materials, are escalating.  As a result, OEMs and

suppliers are developing strategies to reduce costs such as

producing in low cost locations and sourcing on a global basis.

Product development and advanced technology are critical to

attracting and retaining business.  The driveline systems segment of

the industry in which we compete reflects these trends, and we

expect them to continue.

GLOBAL AUTOMOTIVE PRODUCTION Global automotive

production is increasing in Eastern Europe, Asia (particularly China,

South Korea and India) and South America.  The rate of growth of

automotive production in these regions is expected to be much greater

than the more traditional automotive production centers such as North

America, Western Europe and Japan.  Our first Asian program will

begin in 2005 as we launch production of RDMs and IFDAs for South

Korean automaker Ssangyong Motor Corporation.  We have also

opened offices in India, China and South Korea to support these

growing markets.  We expect our activity in these markets to increase

significantly over the next several years. 

PRICE PRESSURE Year-over-year price reductions are a common

practice in the automotive industry.  We sell most of our products

under long-term contracts with prices scheduled at the time the

contracts are established.  Some of our contracts require us to

reduce our prices in subsequent years and most of our contracts

allow us to adjust prices for engineering changes.  We do not

believe that the price reductions we have committed to our

customers will have a material adverse impact on our future

operating results, because we intend to continue offsetting such

price reductions through purchased material cost reductions and

other productivity improvements.  

STEEL AND OTHER METALLIC MATERIAL PRICING Recent

worldwide market conditions have resulted in significant increases in

steel and other metallic material prices.  We are focused on mitigating

the impact of this trend through commercial agreements with our

customers, strategic sourcing arrangements with suppliers and

technology advancements that will allow us to use less metallic

materials in the manufacture of our products.  

The majority of our sales contracts with our largest customer provide

price adjustment provisions for metal market price fluctuations.

Because we do not have such provisions with all of our customers for

all of the parts that we sell, we are experiencing higher net costs for

raw materials.  These escalating prices have come in the form of

metal market adjustments, base price increases and surcharges.  We

also have contracts with our steel suppliers that ensure continuity of

supply.  Additionally, our validation and testing capabilities enable us

to strategically utilize steel sources on a global basis, and we now

have qualified steel sources in Brazil, Italy, Mexico and South Korea.  

SUPPLY BASE CONSOLIDATION The OEMs have reduced their

supply base, preferring stronger relationships with a fewer number of

suppliers capable of designing, engineering, testing, validating and

manufacturing systems and modules for their increasingly global

operations.  The trend is to move away from regional suppliers and

toward suppliers that can serve global markets in a cost efficient manner.

The financial strength of suppliers is also an important factor in sourcing

decisions as the OEMs work to protect their continuity of supply.  We

believe our engineering capabilities and financial resources position us

well in this environment.

Supply base consolidation is not limited to Tier I suppliers.  The

competitive pressures of the automotive industry have forced the

consolidation of our supply base as well.  We have expanded our

global purchasing activities in order to procure materials cost-effectively

while ensuring continuity of high quality supply.  

SHIFT OF WARRANTY RESPONSIBILITIES The OEMs are also shifting

warranty responsibilities to their supply base.  In our ten-year history, we

have experienced negligible warranty charges from our customers due to

our contractual relationships and ongoing improvements in the areas of

quality, reliability and durability with respect to the products that we sell.

Although we do not expect that our warranty obligations will have a

material adverse impact on our future operating results, we will continue

to closely monitor potential future warranty costs. 

4WD/AWD There is a continuing trend toward higher 4WD/AWD

penetration in the market place.  We benefit from increased 4WD/AWD

penetration because we are able to sell two axles on a 4WD/AWD

vehicle versus one on a traditional light truck or SUV, which also increases

our content-per-vehicle.
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RESULTS OF OPERATIONS

NET SALES  Net sales were $3,599.6

million in 2004 as compared to $3,682.7

million in 2003 and $3,480.2 million in

2002.  The decrease in 2004 net sales of 2%

relative to 2003 compares to a decrease in

North American (N.A.) light vehicle production

of less than 1% and a decrease of nearly 5%

in GM light truck production.  The increase in

2003 net sales of 6% relative to 2002 was

achieved despite a decrease of 3% in N.A.

light vehicle production and compares to a 3%

increase in GM light truck production.

Sales in 2004 and 2003 as compared to 2002 benefited from

the launch in the second half of 2003 of the GMC Canyon and

Chevrolet Colorado and increased production of GM’s full-size

pickup and SUV programs.  Sales in 2004 also reflect the impact

of price adjustments under metal market price fluctuation provisions

in our contracts with our customers.  These increases were more

than offset by the impact of our customers’ lower production

volumes in 2004.  The increase in net sales for 2003 was partially

offset by decreased production of the Chevrolet Astro and GMC

Safari van program.  

Our sales activity in 2003 and 2002 reflect the impact of our

successful launch in the second half of 2002 of new driveline system

products supporting the Dodge Ram program, the launch in the third

quarter of 2002 of GM’s HUMMER H2 and the 2002 introduction of

the longer wheel-base Chevrolet Trailblazer EXT and GMC Envoy XL.

Our sales in these two years also reflect a reduction in sales to Visteon

Corporation and the discontinuance of the GMT-600 full-size van

program and the Pontiac Firebird/Chevrolet Camaro program.

Our content-per-vehicle (as measured by the dollar value of our

products supporting GM’s N.A. light truck platforms and the Dodge

Ram program) was $1,173 in 2004 and 2003, up from $1,140 in

2002.  This increase was primarily a result of our 2002 launch of

new driveline system products supporting the Dodge Ram program

and the 2002 launch of the HUMMER H2 partially offset by a

product mix shift from GM’s full-size to mid-size pickup trucks and

SUVs.  Although our products supporting mid-size SUVs carry a higher-

than-average 4WD/AWD penetration rate, these products generate a

lower-than-average content-per-vehicle.  Our 4WD/AWD penetration

rate has also increased in these periods to 62.6% in 2004 as

compared to 61.8% in 2003 and 58.5% in 2002.  4WD/AWD

penetration is equal to the total number of front axles we produce

divided by the total number of rear axles we produce for the vehicle

programs on which we sell product.  

GROSS PROFIT Gross profit was 

$474.5 million in 2004 as compared to

$540.3 million in 2003 and $491.7 million

in 2002.  Gross margin was 13.2% in 2004

as compared to 14.7% in 2003 and 14.1%

in 2002.  Ongoing productivity improvements

continued to positively impact our gross profit

and gross margin in these periods.  However

in 2004, these gains were more than offset 

by the impact of lower production volumes 

and approximately $30.0 million of 

increased costs for steel and other metallic

material prices. 

In February 2004, our national collective

bargaining agreement with the UAW expired.  As a result of not

reaching an agreement before the expiration of the contract, we

experienced a temporary work stoppage of less than two days at

six of our North American manufacturing facilities.  In 2004, our

operating results include costs and expenses of approximately 

$5.2 million related to overtime and other costs to recover lost

production as a result of the work stoppage.

Lump-sum ratification payments totaling $37.5 million (including

applicable payroll taxes) were made in the first half of 2004 in

accordance with new collective bargaining agreements with unions

that represent our hourly associates at six of our locations in the

U.S.  These lump-sum payments relate to future service of our hourly

associates.  In 2004, we expensed $13.7 million of these

payments, which represented amounts earned in 2004 including

$7.5 million paid in lieu of base wage increases.  The remaining

$23.8 million relates to amounts both parties agreed would be

earned during the terms of the agreements and will be amortized

over the remaining lives of the agreements.

In the first half of 2004, we recognized a pre-tax charge of

$12.7 million (most of which was recovered through associated

labor cost savings in the second half of 2004) related to lump-sum

voluntary separation payments accepted by nearly 250 hourly

associates terminating their employment with AAM.  In December

2004, we recognized an additional pre-tax charge of $10.0

million related to a similar voluntary separation program accepted

by 186 hourly associates terminating their employment with AAM

(associated labor cost savings will be recovered in 2005).

In 2003, productivity gains were partially offset by a $9.3 million

charge for an early retirement program for our hourly associates and

a $2.2 million third quarter charge to adjust our salary workforce.

Increased gross profit and gross margin in 2003 as compared to

2002 was also a result of incremental profit on increased net sales

of over $200.0 million.
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In July 2002, a fire occurred at our forge

operations in Detroit, Michigan.  The impact on

our operations related to the fire is explained in

the section entitled “Other Income (Expense)”

appearing in this Management’s Discussion 

and Analysis (MD&A).

SELLING, GENERAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE

EXPENSES (SG&A) SG&A (including research

and development (R&D)) was $189.7 million in

2004 as compared to $194.0 million in 2003

and $180.5 million in 2002.  SG&A as a

percentage of net sales was 5.3% in 2004 and

2003 and 5.2% in 2002.  SG&A in 2004

includes higher R&D spending offset by lower

profit sharing expense due to lower earnings and changes to our

incentive compensation plans implemented in 2004.  The increase in

SG&A spending in 2003 as compared to 2002 was primarily a result

of higher R&D spending and increased insurance and benefit costs.

R&D In 2004, R&D spending in product, process and systems

increased 13% to $68.6 million as compared to $60.7 million in

2003 and $54.0 million in 2002.  The focus of this increasing

investment is to develop innovative driveline and

powertrain system solutions for passenger cars, 

light trucks and SUVs in the global marketplace.

New products under development in this area

include power transfer units, transfer cases,

driveline and transmission differentials, multi-piece

driveshafts, RDMs and IFDAs.  We also continue 

to focus on electronic integration in our existing

products.  The most recent examples of these

initiatives are the electronic SmartBarTM stabilizer

based roll-control system, TracRite® GTL electronic

differentials and TracRite® EL electronic locking

differentials all featured in the 2005 Dodge Ram

Power Wagon.  In addition, we continue to support

the development of hybrid vehicle systems.  Our

efforts in these areas have resulted in the development of prototypes 

and various configurations of these driveline systems for several OEMs

throughout the world.

OPERATING INCOME Operating income was $284.8 million

in 2004 as compared to $346.3 million in 2003 and $311.2

million in 2002.  Operating margin was 7.9% in 2004, 9.4% in

2003 and 8.9% in 2002.  The decreases in operating income

and operating margin in 2004 and the increases in operating

income and operating margin in 2003 were due to the factors

discussed in Gross Profit and SG&A.

NET INTEREST EXPENSE Net interest

expense was $25.5 million in 2004, $46.8

million in 2003 and $50.6 million in 2002.

Interest expense decreased in 2004 due to

lower average outstanding borrowings and the

favorable impact of our debt refinancing

activities in the first quarter of 2004.  In 2003

as compared to 2002, we benefited from

lower average interest rates and reduced our

borrowings primarily as a result of our

increased operating cash flow.

OTHER INCOME (EXPENSE) Following are

the components of Other Income (Expense) for

2004, 2003 and 2002:  

Debt refinancing and redemption costs Debt refinancing and

redemption costs expensed in the first quarter of 2004 are

summarized as follows (dollars in millions):

Call premium on 9.75% Notes $ 14.6

Write-off of unamortized discount and debt  

issuance costs

9.75% Notes 5.7

1997 Bank Credit Facilities 3.2 

Debt refinancing and redemption costs $ 23.5 

The details of the debt refinancing and redemption costs are 

more fully explained in the section entitled  “Liquidity and Capital

Resources - Capitalization and Debt Availability.”

Gain on insurance settlement In July 2002, a fire occurred at our

forge operations in Detroit, Michigan.  There were no resulting injuries

and the fire did not affect our ability to meet customer demand.  Our

insurance policies provided coverage for the property destroyed and

incremental costs incurred to maintain continuity of supply.

■ Damage for Property Destroyed – A portion of the building and

several machines were damaged.  At year-end 2002, a substantial

portion of our insurance claim was settled and we recognized a gain

in the fourth quarter of $10.4 million in other income.  This gain

consisted of $11.0 million of expected proceeds from the insurance

company related to our overall property damage claim offset by

$0.1 million net book value of the damaged building and

equipment, and a $0.5 million insurance deductible related to

property damage expensed in the third quarter.  Additionally, we

recognized $1.9 million ($0.9 million in cost of goods sold and

$1.0 million in SG&A) of incremental profit sharing expense in 2002

as a result of this gain.  The net pre-tax gain at year-end 2002 was

$8.5 million and the net after-tax gain amounted to $5.5 million.
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■ Incremental Costs – While the fire did not affect our ability to meet

customer demand, additional costs of $4.9 million were incurred in

2002 to maintain continuity of supply to our customers.  These costs

were offset by insurance recoveries received in 2002 and had no

impact on our results of operations.  However, our gross profit was

impacted by a $0.5 million insurance deductible related to

incremental costs in the third quarter of 2002.

At year-end 2003, this claim was settled in full, and all cash had 

been collected related to this claim.

Other, net We recognized $3.7 million in 2003 and $2.8 million 

in 2002 related principally to the net effect of foreign exchange gains.  

INCOME TAX EXPENSE Income tax expense was $76.3 million in

2004, $106.1 million in 2003 and $97.7 million in 2002.  Our

effective income tax rate was 32.4% in 2004, 35.0% in 2003 and

35.7% in 2002.  The decrease in our effective income tax rate in 

2004 was primarily due to tax effects related to the recognition of R&D

tax credits, the Medicare Part D subsidy and lower foreign rates.  The

decrease in our effective income tax rate in 2003 as compared to 

2002 was primarily due to the realization of state tax credits partially

offset by a reduction in federal tax credits.

NET INCOME AND EARNINGS PER SHARE (EPS) Net income 

was $159.5 million in 2004 as compared to $197.1 million in 2003

and $176.1 million in 2002.  Diluted earnings were $2.98 per share 

in 2004 as compared to $3.70 per share in 2003 and 

$3.38 per share in 2002.  

In 2004, net income and EPS includes the impact of a one-time first

quarter charge related to debt refinancing and redemption costs of

$15.9 million, net of tax ($23.5 million before tax), and a December

charge of $6.8 million, net of tax ($10.0 million before tax), related to

lump-sum voluntary separation payments accepted by 186 hourly

associates.  Net income was positively impacted in 2002 by a $5.5

million gain, net of tax and other related costs ($8.5 million before tax),

due to an insurance settlement related to a fire that occurred at our forge

operations in Detroit, Michigan.  The details related to the fire are

explained in the section entitled “Other Income (Expense).”

EARNINGS BEFORE INTEREST EXPENSE, INCOME TAXES,

DEPRECIATION AND AMORTIZATION (EBITDA) EBITDA was 

$432.7 million in 2004 as compared to $513.8 million in 2003 and

$470.6 million in 2002.  The decrease in EBITDA in 2004 and the

increase in EBITDA in 2003 were primarily due to the factors discussed

in Gross Profit and SG&A.

In 2004, EBITDA includes the impact of a one-time first quarter charge

of $23.5 million related to debt refinancing and redemption costs and a

December charge of $10.0 million related to lump-sum voluntary

separation payments accepted by 186 hourly associates.  In 2002,

EBITDA was positively impacted by an $8.5 million insurance settlement

related to a fire that occurred at our forge operations in Detroit, Michigan.

The details related to the fire are explained in the section entitled “Other

Income (Expense).”  For an explanation and reconciliation of EBITDA,

refer to the section entitled “Supplemental Financial Data.”   

LIQUIDITY AND CAPITAL RESOURCES 

Our primary liquidity needs are to fund capital expenditures, debt

service obligations, working capital investments and our quarterly cash

dividend program.  We believe that operating cash flow and borrowings

under our Revolving Credit Facility will be sufficient to meet these needs in

the foreseeable future.  

OPERATING ACTIVITIES Net cash provided

by operating activities was $453.2 million in

2004 as compared to $496.9 million in 2003

and $384.2 million in 2002.  Significant factors

impacting our 2004 operating cash flow as

compared to 2003 were:

■ Lower net income;

■ Lump-sum ratification payments totaling

$37.5 million made in accordance with new

collective bargaining agreements with unions

that represent our hourly associates at six of

our locations in the U.S.; and

■ Collection of state tax credit refunds of

$10.7 million in 2003 that were not

available in 2004.

Deferred taxes  Deferred income taxes were $46.3 million in

2004, $20.4 million in 2003 and $58.7 million in 2002.  

The tax benefit associated with the exercise of stock options,

accelerated depreciation and other tax planning strategies had 

a positive impact on our operating cash flow in these years offset

primarily by the timing of the tax deductibility of our postretirement

benefit obligations.  Another factor that positively impacted our

operating cash flow was the utilization of federal tax credits in

2004 and 2003.

Our deferred tax asset valuation allowances were $32.5 million at

year-end 2004, $34.9 million at year-end 2003 and $41.6 million at

year-end 2002.  The majority of our allowances relate to foreign net

operating losses and capital allowance carryforwards.  Although these

carryforwards do not expire, we considered prior operating results and

future plans, as well as the utilization period of other temporary

differences, in determining the amount of our valuation allowances.  

Pension and postretirement benefit obligations We contributed

$35.7 million to our pension trust in 2004 as compared to 

$42.1 million in 2003 and $47.1 million in 2002.  This funding
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compares to our annual pension expense of $39.1 million in 2004, 

$41.2 million in 2003 and $25.6 million in 2002.  We expect our

pension funding in 2005 to be in the range of $30.0 million to

$40.0 million.

Our cash outlay for other postretirement benefit obligations was

$2.7 million in 2004, $3.9 million in 2003 and $0.4 million in

2002.  This compares to our annual postretirement benefit expense

of $69.5 million in 2004, $55.7 million in 2003 and $36.9

million in 2002.  We expect our funding of other postretirement

benefit obligations in 2005 to be less than $5.0 million.

Accounts receivable Accounts receivable at year-end 2004

were $334.9 million as compared to $339.2 million at year-end

2003 and $335.7 million at year-end 2002.  Accounts receivable

were impacted by reduced sales in the fourth quarter of 2004 as

compared to the fourth quarter of 2003 partially offset by

increased billings for metal market price adjustments. 

Our accounts receivable allowances were $2.5 million at 

year-end 2004, $2.8 million at year-end 2003 and $5.4 million

at year-end 2002.  These allowances have been reduced by over

50% in these periods as a result of the improvement in the aging of

balances due from our customers. 

Inventories At year-end 2004, inventories were $196.8 million

as compared to $171.8 million at year-end 2003 and $174.6

million at year-end 2002.  Raw materials increased in 2004 due

to higher costs of steel and other metallic materials in addition to

steel purchases made ahead of scheduled release dates to ensure

continuity of supply.  At year-end 2004, material in-transit, primarily

at our Mexican operations, was higher as compared to year-end

2003 due to increased transit time of purchases from new foreign

suppliers and changes in the mode of transportation with existing

suppliers.  Spare parts inventories increased in these periods as we

continued to support preventive maintenance strategies to protect

against costly disruptions in operations due to machine downtime.  

Our inventory valuation allowances were $12.6 million at 

year-end 2004, $14.8 million at year-end 2003 and $22.2

million at year-end 2002.  These inventory valuation allowances

have been reduced in these periods primarily due to the usage and

disposal of excess and obsolete indirect inventory.

Accounts payable and accrued expenses The change in our

accounts payable and accrued expenses was a source of cash of

$18.9 million in 2004 as compared to $2.6 million in 2003 and

$41.3 million in 2002.  Accrued compensation and benefits were

lower at year-end 2004 as compared to year-end 2003 primarily

due to lower profit sharing accruals, which were more than offset

by increased acounts payable due to higher inventory purchases

and capital expenditures in the fourth quarter.

The most significant factor contributing to our increased 

funding of our accounts payable and accrued expenses in 

2003 as compared to 2002 was a higher profit sharing payout

due to our increased profitability in 2002.  Other factors affecting

the net cash impact associated with our accounts payable and

accrued expenses in 2003 were lower direct inventory 

purchases and reduced supplier holdbacks on construction 

in process.

INVESTING ACTIVITIES Capital

expenditures were $240.2 million in 2004,

$229.1 million in 2003 and $207.7 million

in 2002.  In addition to ongoing productivity

improvements, our largest capital projects in

2004 included our initial investments for

process development equipment for the 

GMT-900 program (GM’s next generation 

full-size truck and SUV platform currently

projected to launch in the first quarter of 

2006) and expenditures to support the model

year 2005 launch of the HUMMER H3 and

Dodge Ram Power Wagon.  Additionally, we

had capital expenditures to support the fourth

quarter 2004 launch of a new axle available 

for the Chevrolet SSR, Chevrolet Silverado,

GMC Sierra, Chevrolet Tahoe, GMC Yukon, GMC Yukon Denali,

Cadillac Escalade, Chevrolet TrailBlazer and GMC Envoy to

handle higher torque and horsepower powertrains.    

We expect our capital spending in 2005 to be in the range 

of $315.0 million to $320.0 million supporting the 2006 and

2007 model year launch of the GMT-900 program and other

major customer programs.  Other major capital projects expected

in 2005 include expenditures for the 2005 launch of RDMs and

IFDAs to support our lifetime production contract for new business

with South Korean automaker Ssangyong Motor Corporation and

the expansion and increased capacity of our Guanajuato Gear &

Axle manufacturing facility.  We are also adding equipment and

capacity to make an electronic vehicle stability and enhancement

system standard in the axles for GM’s full-size and mid-size SUVs.

Additionally, we expect to have expenditures in 2005 for new

business to provide precision machined transmission components

for a major OEM in North America and Europe.

In 2003 and 2002, our investing activities also included

optional purchase buyouts of leased manufacturing equipment of

$3.0 million and $45.2 million, respectively.  The manufacturing

equipment purchased in these transactions was originally financed

under sale-leaseback agreements in 1996 and 1997.
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We have invested our capital with the objective of improving

quality, productivity and operating profitability.  Our after-tax return on

invested capital (ROIC) was 12.7% in 2004, 16.1% in 2003 and

14.7% in 2002.  In 2004, our ROIC reflects the impact of lower

production volumes, increased costs of steel and other metallic

material prices, the December voluntary separation charge and the

effect of debt refinancing activities in the first quarter.      

The improvement in our ROIC in 2003 as compared to 2002 was

primarily due to our increased operating profitability and improved net

income.  In 2002, ROIC was positively impacted by a $5.5 million

gain, net of tax and other related costs, due to an insurance settlement

related to a fire that occurred at our forge operations in Detroit,

Michigan.  The details related to the fire are explained in the section

entitled “Other Income (Expense).”  For an explanation and

reconciliation of ROIC, refer to the section entitled “Supplemental

Financial Data.”

NET OPERATING CASH FLOW AND FREE CASH FLOW Net

operating cash flow was $213.0 million in 2004 as compared to

$267.8 million in 2003 and $176.5 million in 2002.  Free cash

flow was $190.0 million in 2004 as compared to $267.8 million in

2003 and $176.5 million in 2002.  For an explanation and

reconciliation of net operating cash flow and free cash flow, refer to

the section entitled “Supplemental Financial Data.”

FINANCING ACTIVITIES Net cash used in financing activities was

$211.3 million in 2004 as compared to $262.6 million in 2003

and $133.2 million in 2002.  Total debt outstanding was $448.0

million at year-end 2004, $449.7 million at year-end 2003 and

$734.1 million at year-end 2002.  Total debt outstanding decreased

by $284.4 million at year-end 2003 as compared to year-end 2002

primarily due to improved operating cash flow performance.

CAPITALIZATION AND DEBT AVAILABILITY Our total capitalization

was $1.4 billion at year-end 2004 and 2003.  Our positive

operating cash flow in the periods presented enabled us to reduce our

net debt to capital ratio from 50.7% at year-end

2002 to 31.2% at year-end 2004.  For an

explanation and reconciliation of net debt to

capital, refer to the section entitled “Supplemental

Financial Data.”      

In January 2004, we entered into a new

senior unsecured revolving credit facility

(Revolving Credit Facility) that provides up to

$600.0 million of revolving bank financing

commitments through January 2009.  The

Revolving Credit Facility bears interest at rates

based on LIBOR or an alternate base rate, plus

an applicable margin.  Together with $109.0

million of uncommitted bank lines of credit, 

the Revolving Credit Facility is now our primary source of day-to-

day liquidity.

The Revolving Credit Facility is used for general corporate

purposes, which included the refinancing of the previously existing

senior secured bank credit facilities (1997 Bank Credit Facilities).

We had been amortizing fees and expenses associated with the

1997 Bank Credit Facilities over the life of the agreement.  In

January 2004, the unamortized balance of such fees and expenses

of $3.2 million was expensed when we terminated our bank

financing commitments under the 1997 Bank Credit Facilities.

At December 31, 2004, $580.5 million was available 

under the Revolving Credit Facility, which reflected a reduction of

$19.5 million for standby letters of credit issued against the facility.

We also utilize foreign credit facilities and uncommitted lines of

credit to finance working capital needs.  At December 31, 2004,

$44.1 million was outstanding and $123.8 million was available

under such agreements.

In February 2004, we issued $250.0 million of 5.25% Senior

Notes due February 2014 (5.25% Notes) and $150.0 million of

2.00% Senior Convertible Notes due 2024 (2.00% Convertible

Notes) in concurrent private offerings pursuant to Rule 144A of the

Securities Act of 1933.  We received net proceeds from these

offerings of approximately $394.0 million, after deducting

discounts and commissions of the initial purchasers and other

expenses.  We used a portion of the net proceeds to repurchase

$63.0 million, or 1.59 million shares, of our common stock in

privately negotiated transactions.  The remainder of the net

proceeds was used to redeem all $300.0 million of the

outstanding 9.75% Senior Subordinated Notes due March 2009

(9.75% Notes) at a cost of $314.6 million on March 1, 2004,

and for other general corporate purposes.  In the first quarter of

2004, the $14.6 million call premium and an additional $5.7

million of unamortized discounts and debt issuance costs were

expensed as a result of this redemption.

The weighted-average interest rate of our total debt 

outstanding was 4.8%, 5.9% and 5.8% during 2004, 2003 

and 2002, respectively.

Credit ratings In the fourth quarter of 2003, our credit ratings were

upgraded to investment grade credit status (S&P’s corporate credit

rating of BBB and Moody’s senior implied rating of Baa3).  At year-end

2004, the rating agencies’ stable outlook on both of these ratings

remained unchanged.

Dividend program In April 2004, AAM’s Board of Directors declared

our first quarterly cash dividend as a public company of $0.15 per share.

As of December 31, 2004, we have paid $23.0 million to stockholders

of record under the quarterly cash dividend program.  On an annualized

basis, the dividend payout is $0.60 per share.
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Stock repurchase program During 2004, AAM’s Board of

Directors approved a stock repurchase program under which we

may repurchase up to 5.5 million shares of common stock in the

open market or in privately negotiated transactions from time to time

through the first quarter of 2006.  Including the common stock we

acquired in connection with our debt refinancing activities in the 

first quarter of 2004, we have repurchased 5.0 million shares of 

our common stock for $171.0 million under this stock 

repurchase program.

Off-balance sheet arrangements Our off-balance sheet financing

relates principally to operating leases for certain facilities and

manufacturing machinery and equipment.  These operating leases 

are fully disclosed in Note 2 to our consolidated financial statements.

Pursuant to these operating leases, most of which were initiated

prior to year-end 1999, we have the opportunity to purchase the

underlying machinery and equipment at specified buy-out dates.

We exercised our purchase options for $3.0 million of such lease

buy-outs in 2003 and $45.2 million in 2002.  Remaining lease

renewal or repurchase options are approximately $106.0 million 

in 2006.  We have no off-balance sheet arrangements with 

non-consolidated entities.  

Contractual obligations The following table summarizes payments

due on our contractual obligations as of December 31, 2004:

Payments due by period

Total <1 yr 1-3 yrs 3-5 yrs >5 yrs
(Dollars in millions)

Long-term debt $ 443.8 $ 28.3 $ 15.8 $ - $ 399.7

Capital lease obligations 4.2 1.4 0.6 0.8 1.4

Operating leases(1) 187.6 31.7 59.7 57.4 38.8

Purchase obligations(2) 155.6 140.0 15.6 - -

Other long-term liabilities(3) 342.9 15.4 38.9 56.2 232.4

Total contractual obligations $1,134.1 $ 216.8 $130.6 $114.4 $ 672.3

(1) Operating leases include all lease payments through the end of the contractual 

lease terms and excludes any purchase options on such leased equipment.
(2) Purchase obligations represent our obligated purchase commitments for 

capital expenditures.
(3) Other long-term liabilities represent our pension and other postretirement

obligations that were actuarially determined through 2014.

MARKET RISK

Our business and financial results are affected by fluctuations in world

financial markets, including interest rates and currency exchange rates.

Our hedging policy has been developed to manage these risks to an

acceptable level based on management’s judgment of the appropriate

trade-off between risk, opportunity and cost.  We do not hold financial

instruments for trading or speculative purposes.

CURRENCY EXCHANGE RISK Because most of our business is

denominated in U.S. dollars, we do not currently have significant

exposures relating to currency exchange risk.  From time to time,

we use foreign currency forward contracts to reduce the effects of

fluctuations in exchange rates, primarily relating to the Euro,

Mexican Peso, Pound Sterling, Brazilian Real and Canadian Dollar.

At December 31, 2004, we had currency forward contracts with a

notional amount of $21.0 million outstanding.  A 10% change in

any of these currencies would not have had a material impact on

our consolidated financial statements in 2004.

Future business operations and opportunities, including the

expansion of our business outside North America, may further increase

the risk that cash flows resulting from these activities may be adversely

affected by changes in currency exchange rates.  If and when

appropriate, we intend to manage these risks by utilizing local

currency funding of these expansions and various types of foreign

exchange contracts.

INTEREST RATE RISK We are exposed to variable interest rates on

certain credit facilities.  The pre-tax earnings and cash flow impact of

a one-percentage-point increase in interest rates (approximately 18.7%

of our weighted-average interest rate at December 31, 2004) on our

long-term debt outstanding at year-end 2004 would be approximately

$0.4 million.  

CYCLICALITY AND SEASONALITY

Our operations are cyclical because they are directly related to

worldwide automotive production, which is itself cyclical and

dependent on general economic conditions and other factors.  Our

business is also moderately seasonal as our major OEM customers

historically have a two-week shutdown of operations in July and an

approximate one-week shutdown in December.  In addition, our OEM

customers have historically incurred lower production rates in the third

quarter as model changes enter production.  Accordingly, our third

quarter and fourth quarter results may reflect these trends.

LITIGATION AND ENVIRONMENTAL MATTERS

We are involved in various legal proceedings incidental to our

business.  Although the outcome of these matters cannot be predicted

with certainty, we do not believe that any of these matters, individually

or in the aggregate, will have a material adverse effect on our

financial condition, results of operations or cash flows.

We are subject to various federal, state, local and foreign

environmental and occupational safety and health laws, regulations

and ordinances, including those regulating air emissions, water

discharge, waste management and environmental cleanup.  We will

continue to closely monitor our environmental conditions to ensure 

that we are in compliance with all laws, regulations and ordinances.
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GM has agreed to indemnify and hold us harmless against certain

environmental conditions existing prior to our purchase of the assets

from GM on March 1, 1994.  GM’s indemnification obligations

terminated on March 1, 2004 with respect to any new claims that we

may have against GM.  We have made, and will continue to make,

capital and other expenditures (including recurring administrative costs)

to comply with environmental requirements.  Such expenditures were

not significant during 2004, and we do not expect such expenditures

to be significant in 2005.

EFFECT OF NEW ACCOUNTING STANDARDS

EITF 04-08 In October 2004, the Emerging Issues Task Force

(EITF) reached a consensus opinion on EITF 04-08, “The Effect of

Contingently Convertible Debt on Diluted Earnings per Share.” The

consensus opinion provides that contingently convertible debt

instruments, commonly referred to as “Co-Cos,” are to be included

in diluted earnings per share computations (if dilutive) regardless of

whether the market price trigger (or other contingent feature) has

been met.  EITF 04-08 is effective for reporting periods ending

after December 15, 2004 with retroactive application.  The

adoption of EITF 04-08 did not have any impact on our diluted

earnings per share calculation for the year ended December 31,

2004 because we gave notice in October 2004 of our

irrevocable election to pay cash for the accreted principal amount

upon conversion of the 2.00% Convertible Notes, and the impact

to earnings per share is currently anti-dilutive due to the market

price being less than the conversion price trigger of $54.66, 

as adjusted.

FASB STATEMENT NO. 151 In November 2004, the FASB

issued Statement No. 151, “Inventory Costs.” FASB Statement 

No. 151 amends and clarifies Accounting Research Bulletin No.

43, Chapter 4.  The amendments made by Statement No. 151

will improve financial reporting by clarifying that abnormal amounts

of idle facility expense, freight, handling costs and wasted

materials should be recognized as current-period charges and

requiring the allocation of fixed production overhead costs to

inventory based on the normal capacity of the production facilities.

FASB Statement No. 151 is effective for inventory costs incurred

during fiscal years beginning after June 15, 2005 and, therefore,

did not have any impact on our results of operations or financial

position at December 31, 2004.  We do not expect the adoption

of this Statement to have a significant impact in 2005.

FASB STATEMENT NO. 123 (REVISED 2004) In December 2004,

the FASB issued Statement No. 123(R), “Share-Based Payment.” FASB

Statement No. 123(R) replaces FASB Statement No. 123, “Accounting

for Stock-Based Compensation” and supersedes APB Opinion No. 25,

“Accounting for Stock Issued to Employees.” The revised statement

requires that the compensation cost relating to share-based payment

transactions be recognized in financial statements and measured on 

the fair value of the equity or liability instruments issued.  FASB Statement

No. 123(R) is effective for the first interim or annual reporting period that

begins after June 15, 2005.  We did not early adopt FASB Statement

No. 123(R) and, therefore, there was no impact on our results of

operations or financial position at December 31, 2004.  While we 

are currently in the process of finalizing our analysis of the impact and

alternative methods of adoption of this Statement, we estimate the

impact, along with other equity compensation, will result in after-tax

expense of approximately $10 million in 2005.

CRITICAL ACCOUNTING POLICIES

In order to prepare consolidated financial statements in

conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the

United States of America (GAAP), we are required to make

estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts and

disclosures in our consolidated financial statements.  These

estimates are subject to an inherent degree of uncertainty and

actual results could differ from our estimates.  

Other items in our consolidated financial statements require

estimation.  In our judgment, they are not as critical as those

disclosed herein.  We have discussed and reviewed our critical

accounting policies disclosure with the Audit Committee of our

Board of Directors.

PENSION AND OTHER POSTRETIREMENT BENEFITS In

calculating our liabilities and expenses related to pension and 

other postretirement benefits, key assumptions include the discount

rate, expected long-term rate of return on plan assets and rates of

increase in compensation and health care costs.

The discount rates used in the valuation of our U.S. pension and

other postretirement benefit obligations were based on a hypothetical

portfolio of long-term, high quality corporate bonds matched against

our expected payment stream.  In 2004, the discount rates

determined on that basis were 6.20% for the valuation of our 

pension and 6.35% for the valuation of our other postretirement

benefit obligations.  The expected long-term rate of return on our 

U.S. plan assets was 9.0% in 2004.  We developed this rate of

return assumption based on a review of long-term historical returns for

the asset classes represented within our portfolio.  The asset allocation

for our plans was developed in consideration of the demographics of

the plan participants and expected payment stream of the liability.

Our investment policy allocates 65-70% of the plans’ assets to equity

securities, with the remainder invested in fixed income securities and

cash.  The rates of increase in compensation and health care costs

are based on current market conditions, inflationary expectations and

historical information.
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All of our assumptions were developed in consultation with our

actuarial service providers.  While we believe that we have selected

reasonable assumptions for the valuation of our pension and other

postretirement benefits obligations at year-end 2004, actual trends

could result in materially different valuations.

The effect of a 0.5% decrease in both the discount rate and

expected return on assets is shown below as of September 30,

2004, our valuation date.

Expected

Discount Return on
Rate Assets

(Dollars in millions)

Decline in funded status $ 47.9 N/A

Reduction in equity $ 50.7 N/A

Increase in 2004 expense $ 6.5 $ 1.5

No changes in benefit levels and no changes in the amortization of gains or
losses have been assumed.

A 10% annual increase in the per-capita cost of covered health

care benefits was assumed for 2005.  The rate was assumed to

decrease gradually to 5% for 2010 and remain at that level

thereafter.  A one-percentage-point increase in the assumed health

care cost trend rate would have increased total service and interest

cost in 2004 and the postretirement obligation at December 31,

2004 by $16.0 million and $91.3 million, respectively.  

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE ALLOWANCES The scope of our

relationships with certain customers, such as GM and DaimlerChrysler,

is inherently complex and, from time to time, we identify differences in

our valuation of receivables due from these customers.  Differences in

the quantity of parts processed as received by customers and the

quantity of parts shipped by AAM is one major type of such

difference.  Price differences can arise when we and our customer

agree on a price change but the customer’s pricing database does not

reflect the commercial agreement.  In these instances, revenue is fixed

and determinable, but payment could fall outside our normal payment

terms as we work through the process of resolving these differences.

All of our transactions with our customers occur within the

parameters of a purchase order which makes the price fixed and

determinable.  Because of the inherently complex nature of our supply

relationships with our customers, from time to time we encounter

situations that were not contemplated in the purchase order.  As a

result, we sometimes enter into non-routine agreements outside the

original scope of the purchase order.  These agreements may be

temporary, are fixed and determinable, and often have payment terms

that are different than our normal terms.  We recognize the revenue or

cost recovery from such arrangements in accordance with the

commercial agreement. 

We track the aging of uncollected billings and adjust our

accounts receivable allowances on a quarterly basis as necessary

based on our evaluation of the probability of collection.  We

recognize revenue or cost recoveries in accordance with our

understanding of a commercial agreement.

While we believe that we have made an appropriate valuation 

of our accounts receivable due from GM, DaimlerChrysler and

other customers for accounting purposes, unforeseen changes 

in our ability to enforce commercial agreements or collect aged

receivables may result in actual collections that differ materially

from current estimates.

VALUATION OF INDIRECT INVENTORIES As part of our

strategy to control our investment in working capital and manage the

risk of excess and obsolete inventory, we generally do not maintain

large balances of productive raw materials, work-in-process or

finished goods inventories.  Instead, we utilize lean manufacturing

techniques and coordinate our daily production activities to meet

our daily customer delivery requirements.  The ability to address

plant maintenance issues on a real-time basis is a critical element 

of our ability to pursue such an operational strategy.  Our

machinery and equipment may run for long periods of time 

without disruption and suddenly fail to operate as intended.  In

addition, certain repair parts required to address such maintenance

requirements may be difficult or cost prohibitive to source on a 

real-time basis.

To facilitate our continuous preventive maintenance strategies 

and to protect against costly disruptions in operations due to machine

downtime, we carry a significant investment in inherently slow-moving

machine repair parts and other maintenance materials and supplies.

At December 31, 2004, such indirect inventories comprised

approximately 33% of our total gross inventories.  For inventory

valuation purposes, we evaluate our usage of such slow-moving inventory

on a quarterly basis by part number and adjust our inventory valuation

allowances as necessary to recognize as an asset only those

quantities that we can reasonably estimate will be used.  We have 

used the same approach in 2004 and 2003 to evaluate the

adequacy of our indirect inventory valuation allowances.  

While we believe that we have made an appropriate 

valuation of such inventories for accounting purposes, unforeseen

changes in inventory usage requirements, manufacturing processes,

maintenance and repair techniques or inventory control may result

in actual usage of such inventories that differ materially from 

current estimates.  

ESTIMATED USEFUL LIVES FOR DEPRECIATION At December

31, 2004, approximately 79% of our capitalized investment in

property, plant and equipment, or $2.0 billion, was related to

productive machinery and equipment used in support of our
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manufacturing operations.  The selection of

appropriate useful life estimates for such machinery

and equipment is a critical element of our ability to

properly match the cost of such assets with the

operating profits and cash flow generated by their

use.  We currently depreciate productive machinery

and equipment on the straight-line method using

composite useful life estimates up to 15 years.  

While we believe that the useful life estimates

currently being used for depreciation purposes

reasonably approximate the period of time we 

will use such assets in our operations, unforeseen

changes in product design and technology

standards or cost, quality and delivery requirements

may result in actual useful lives that differ materially

from the current estimates.

VALUATION OF DEFERRED TAX ASSETS

Because we operate in many different geographic

locations, including several foreign, state and local

tax jurisdictions, the evaluation of our ability to use

all recognized deferred tax assets is inherently

complex.  In assessing our ability to realize such

deferred tax assets, we review the scheduled

reversal of deferred tax liabilities, the projections 

of taxable income in future periods and the

effectiveness of various tax planning strategies in

making our assessment.  Our consideration of these

matters requires significant management judgment.  

While we believe that we have made

appropriate valuations of our deferred tax assets,

unforeseen changes in tax legislation, regulatory

activities, audit results, operating results, financing

strategies, organization structure and other related

matters may result in material changes in our

deferred tax asset valuation allowances.
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FORWARD-LOOKING INFORMATION

Certain statements in this MD&A and elsewhere in this Annual Report are

forward-looking in nature and relate to trends and events that may affect our

future financial position and operating results.  Such statements are made

pursuant to the safe harbor provisions of the Private Securities Litigation Reform

Act of 1995.  The terms “will,” “expect,” “anticipate,” “intend,” “project” and

similar words or expressions are intended to identify forward-looking statements.

These statements speak only as of the date of this Annual Report.  The statements

are based on our current expectations, are inherently uncertain, are subject to

risks and should be viewed with caution.  Actual results and experience may

differ materially from the forward-looking statements as a result of many factors,

including, but not limited to:

■ reduced demand for our customers’ products (particularly light trucks and
SUVs produced by GM and DaimlerChrysler);

■ reduced purchases of our products by GM, DaimlerChrysler or 
other customers;

■ supply shortages or price fluctuations in raw materials, utilities or other
operating supplies; 

■ our ability to maintain satisfactory labor relations and avoid work stoppages;  

■ our customers’ ability to maintain satisfactory labor relations and avoid 
work stoppages;

■ our ability to attract and retain key associates;

■ our ability and our customers’ ability to successfully launch new 
product programs;

■ our ability to respond to changes in technology or increased competition;

■ adverse changes in laws, government regulations or market conditions
affecting our products or our customers’ products (including the Corporate
Average Fuel Economy regulations); 

■ adverse changes in the economic conditions or political stability of our
principal markets (particularly North America, Europe, South America 
and Asia);

■ liabilities arising from legal proceedings to which we are or may become a
party or claims against us or our products;

■ risks of noncompliance with environmental regulations or risks of
environmental issues that could result in unforeseen costs at our facilities;

■ availability of financing for working capital, capital expenditures, R&D or
other general corporate purposes; 

■ other unanticipated events and conditions that hinder our ability to compete.  

It is not possible to foresee or identify all such factors and we make no

commitment to update any forward-looking statement or to disclose any facts,

events or circumstances after the date hereof that may affect the accuracy of any

forward-looking statement.



Earnings Before Interest Expense, Income Taxes, Depreciation
and Amortization (EBITDA)

2004 2003 2002
(Dollars in millions)

Net income $159.5 $197.1 $176.1

Interest expense 25.8 47.5 51.0

Income taxes 76.3 106.1 97.7

Depreciation 

and amortization 171.1 163.1 145.8

EBITDA $432.7 $513.8 $470.6

We believe EBITDA is a meaningful measure of performance as it is

commonly utilized by management and investors to analyze operating

performance and entity valuation.  Our management, the investment

community and the banking institutions routinely use EBITDA, together

with other measures, to measure our operating performance relative to

other Tier I automotive suppliers.  EBITDA should not be construed as

income from operations, net income or cash flow from operating activities

as determined under GAAP.

After-Tax Return on Invested Capital (ROIC)

2004 2003 2002
(Dollars in millions)

Net income $ 159.5 $ 197.1 $ 176.1

Add: After-tax net 
interest expense(1) 17.2 30.4 32.5

After-tax return 176.7 227.5 208.6

Net debt(2) 433.6 437.3 724.7

Add: Stockholders’ equity 955.5 954.7 703.6

Invested capital 
End of year 1,389.1 1,392.0 1,428.3

Beginning of year 1,392.0 1,428.3 1,400.6

Average invested capital(3) 1,390.6 1,410.2 1,414.5

ROIC(4) 12.7% 16.1% 14.7%

(1) After-tax net interest expense is equal to tax effecting net interest expense by the

applicable effective income tax rate as disclosed in Note 7 to the consolidated

financial statements.
(2) Net debt is equal to total debt less cash and cash equivalents as reconciled in the

net debt to capital table appearing on this page.
(3) Average invested capital is equal to the average of beginning and ending 

invested capital.
(4) ROIC is equal to after-tax return divided by average invested capital.

We believe ROIC is a meaningful overall measure of business

performance because it reflects our earnings performance relative to our

investment level.  ROIC is also a key metric used in our calculation of

incentive compensation.

Net Operating Cash Flow and Free Cash Flow

2004 2003 2002
(Dollars in millions)

Net cash flow provided 

by operating activities $453.2 $496.9 $384.2

Less: Purchases of property, 

plant and equipment 240.2 229.1 207.7

Net operating cash flow 213.0 267.8 176.5

Less: Dividends paid 23.0 - -

Free cash flow $190.0 $267.8 $176.5

We believe net operating cash flow and free cash flow are meaningful

measures as they are commonly utilized by management and investors to

assess our ability to generate cash flow from business operations to repay

debt and return capital to our stockholders.  Net operating cash flow is

also a key metric used in our calculation of incentive compensation.

SUPPLEMENTAL FINANCIAL DATA

The following supplemental financial data presented for the years

ended December 31, 2004, 2003 and 2002 are reconciliations of

non-GAAP financial measures, which are intended to facilitate analysis

of our business and operating performance.  This information is not and

should not be viewed as a substitute for financial measures determined

under GAAP.  Other companies may calculate these non-GAAP

financial measures differently.

Net Debt to Capital

2004 2003 2002
(Dollars in millions)

Total debt $ 448.0 $ 449.7 $ 734.1 

Less: Cash and 

cash equivalents 14.4 12.4 9.4

Net debt 433.6 437.3 724.7

Add: Stockholders’ equity 955.5 954.7 703.6

Invested capital 1,389.1 1,392.0 1,428.3

Net debt to capital(1) 31.2% 31.4% 50.7%

(1) Net debt to capital is equal to net debt divided by invested capital.

We believe net debt to capital is a meaningful measure of

financial condition as it is commonly utilized by management,

investors and creditors to assess relative capital structure risk.
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MANAGEMENT'S REPORT ON INTERNAL CONTROL OVER FINANCIAL REPORTING

We are responsible for establishing and maintaining adequate internal control over financial reporting.  Our internal control system was
designed to provide reasonable assurance to our management and Board of Directors regarding the preparation and fair presentation of
published financial statements.

Our management assessed the effectiveness of our internal control over financial reporting as of December 31, 2004.  In making this assessment,
we used the criteria established in Internal Control – Integrated Framework issued by the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway
Commission.  Based on our assessment, we believe that as of December 31, 2004, our internal control over financial reporting is effective based on
those criteria.

Our independent auditors have issued an audit report on our assessment of our internal control over financial reporting.  This report appears on page 29.

REPORT OF INDEPENDENT REGISTERED PUBLIC ACCOUNTING FIRM

To the Board of Directors and Stockholders of American Axle & Manufacturing Holdings, Inc.:

We have audited the accompanying consolidated balance sheets of American Axle & Manufacturing Holdings, Inc. and its subsidiaries 
(the Company) as of December 31, 2004 and 2003, and the related consolidated statements of income, stockholders' equity, and cash flows
for each of the three years in the period ended December 31, 2004.  These consolidated financial statements are the responsibility of the
Company’s management.  Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audits.

We conducted our audits in accordance with the standards of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (United States).  Those
standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material
misstatement.  An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements.  An
audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall
financial statement presentation.  We believe that our audits provide a reasonable basis for our opinion. 

In our opinion, the consolidated financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of the
Company at December 31, 2004 and 2003, and the results of their operations and their cash flows for each of the three years in the period
ended December 31, 2004, in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America.

We have also audited, in accordance with the standards of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (United States), the effectiveness
of the Company’s internal control over financial reporting as of December 31, 2004, based on the criteria established in Internal Control –
Integrated Framework issued by the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission and our report dated February 1,
2005 expressed an unqualified opinion on management’s assessment of the effectiveness of the Company’s internal control over financial
reporting and an unqualified opinion on the effectiveness of the Company’s internal control over financial reporting. 

Deloitte & Touche LLP

Detroit, Michigan

February 1, 2005

Richard E. Dauch
Co-Founder, Chairman of the Board &
Chief Executive Officer
February 1, 2005

Thomas L. Martin
Vice President – Finance & 
Chief Financial Officer
(also in the capacity of Chief Accounting Officer)
February 1, 2005
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REPORT OF INDEPENDENT REGISTERED PUBLIC ACCOUNTING FIRM

To the Board of Directors and Stockholders of American Axle & Manufacturing Holdings, Inc.:

We have audited management’s assessment, included in the accompanying Management’s Report on Internal Control Over Financial
Reporting, that American Axle & Manufacturing Holdings, Inc. and its subsidiaries (the Company) maintained effective internal control over
financial reporting as of December 31, 2004, based on criteria established in Internal Control – Integrated Framework issued by the Committee
of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission (COSO).  The Company’s management is responsible for maintaining effective
internal control over financial reporting and for its assessment of the effectiveness of internal control over financial reporting.  Our responsibility is
to express an opinion on management’s assessment and an opinion on the effectiveness of the Company’s internal control over financial reporting
based on our audit.

We conducted our audit in accordance with the standards of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (United States).  Those
standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether effective internal control over financial
reporting was maintained in all material respects.  Our audit included obtaining an understanding of internal control over financial reporting,
evaluating management’s assessment, testing and evaluating the design and operating effectiveness of internal control, and performing such other
procedures as we considered necessary in the circumstances.  We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinions.

A company’s internal control over financial reporting is a process designed by, or under the supervision of, the company’s executive and
principal financial officers, or persons performing similar functions, and effected by the company’s board of directors, management, and other
personnel to provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the preparation of financial statements for external
purposes in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles.  A company’s internal control over financial reporting includes those
policies and procedures that (1) pertain to the maintenance of records that, in reasonable detail, accurately and fairly reflect the transactions and
dispositions of the assets of the company; (2) provide reasonable assurance that transactions are recorded as necessary to permit preparation of
financial statements in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles, and that receipts and expenditures of the company are being
made only in accordance with authorizations of management and directors of the company; and (3) provide reasonable assurance regarding
prevention or timely detection of unauthorized acquisition, use, or disposition of the company’s assets that could have a material effect on the
financial statements.

Because of the inherent limitations of internal control over financial reporting, including the possibility of collusion or improper management
override of controls, material misstatements due to error or fraud may not be prevented or detected on a timely basis.  Also, projections of any
evaluation of the effectiveness of the internal control over financial reporting to future periods are subject to the risk that controls may become
inadequate because of changes in conditions, or that the degree of compliance with the policies or procedures may deteriorate.

In our opinion, management’s assessment that the Company maintained effective internal control over financial reporting as of December 31,
2004, is fairly stated, in all material respects, based on criteria established in Internal Control – Integrated Framework issued by the Committee
of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission.  Also in our opinion, the Company maintained in all material respects, effective
internal control over financial reporting as of December 31, 2004, based on criteria established in Internal Control – Integrated Framework
issued by the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission.

We have also audited, in accordance with the standards of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (United States), the consolidated
financial statements as of and for the year ended December 31, 2004 of the Company and our report dated February 1, 2005 expressed an
unqualified opinion on those financial statements.

Deloitte & Touche LLP

Detroit, Michigan

February 1, 2005
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Consolidated Statements of Income
Year Ended December 31,
(In millions, except per share data)

2004 2003 2002

Net sales $3,599.6 $ 3,682.7 $ 3,480.2

Cost of goods sold 3,125.1 3,142.4 2,988.5

Gross profit 474.5 540.3 491.7 

Selling, general and administrative expenses 189.7 194.0 180.5

Operating income 284.8 346.3 311.2

Net interest expense (25.5) (46.8) (50.6)

Other income (expense) 

Debt refinancing and redemption costs (23.5) - -

Gain on insurance settlement - - 10.4

Other, net - 3.7 2.8

Income before income taxes 235.8 303.2 273.8

Income taxes 76.3 106.1 97.7

Net income $ 159.5 $ 197.1 $ 176.1

Basic earnings per share $ 3.09 $ 3.84 $ 3.62

Diluted earnings per share $ 2.98 $ 3.70 $ 3.38

See accompanying notes to consolidated financial statements.
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Consolidated Balance Sheets
December 31,
(In millions, except per share data)

2004 2003
Assets
Current assets

Cash and cash equivalents $ 14.4 $ 12.4
Accounts receivable, net of allowances of

$2.5 million in 2004 and $2.8 million in 2003 334.9 339.2
Inventories, net 196.8 171.8 
Prepaid expenses and other 39.1 24.0 
Deferred income taxes 7.4 16.3

Total current assets 592.6 563.7 

Property, plant and equipment, net 1,713.0 1,629.5 
Deferred income taxes 6.8 6.9 
Goodwill 147.8 147.8 
Other assets and deferred charges 78.6 50.8 
Total assets $ 2,538.8 $ 2,398.7 

Liabilities and Stockholders’ Equity
Current liabilities

Accounts payable $ 349.3 $ 333.6 
Trade payable program liability 49.3 2.1 
Accrued compensation and benefits 128.4 164.8 
Other accrued expenses 58.6 53.7 

Total current liabilities 585.6 554.2

Long-term debt 448.0 449.7 
Deferred income taxes 114.5 73.0
Postretirement benefits and other long-term liabilities 435.2 367.1 
Total liabilities 1,583.3 1,444.0

Stockholders’ Equity
Series A junior participating preferred stock, par value $0.01 per share; 

0.1 million shares authorized; no shares outstanding in 2004 or 2003 - -
Preferred stock, par value $0.01 per share; 10.0 million shares 

authorized; no shares outstanding in 2004 or 2003 - -
Common stock, par value $0.01 per share; 150.0 million shares 

authorized; 54.8 million and 53.7 million shares issued  
in 2004 and 2003, respectively 0.5 0.5

Series common stock, par value $0.01 per share; 40.0 million shares
authorized; no shares outstanding in 2004 or 2003 - -

Paid-in capital 357.6 336.2
Retained earnings 817.9 681.4 
Treasury stock at cost, 5.1 million and 0.1 million shares in 2004

and 2003, respectively (171.7) (0.7)
Accumulated other comprehensive loss, net of tax

Minimum pension liability adjustments (47.1) (56.1)
Foreign currency translation adjustments (2.2) (6.1)
Unrecognized gain (loss) on derivatives 0.5 (0.5)

Total stockholders’ equity 955.5 954.7 
Total liabilities and stockholders’ equity $ 2,538.8 $ 2,398.7

See accompanying notes to consolidated financial statements.
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Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows
Year Ended December 31,
(In millions)

2004 2003 2002
Operating activities
Net income $ 159.5 $ 197.1 $176.1

Adjustments to reconcile net income to net cash 

provided by operating activities

Depreciation and amortization 171.1 163.1 145.8

Deferred income taxes 46.3 20.4 58.7

Pensions and other postretirement benefits,

net of contributions 72.1 51.9 14.2 

Loss on retirement of equipment 9.2 3.5 9.4

Debt refinancing and redemption costs 23.5 - -

Gain on insurance settlement - - (10.4)

Changes in operating assets and liabilities

Accounts receivable 7.2 (2.1) (53.1)

Inventories (23.7) 4.1 (15.9)

Accounts payable and accrued expenses 18.9 2.6 41.3

Other assets and liabilities (30.9) 56.3 18.1

Net cash provided by operating activities 453.2 496.9 384.2

Investing activities
Purchases of property, plant and equipment (240.2) (229.1) (207.7)

Purchase buyouts of leased equipment - (3.0) (45.2)

Net cash used in investing activities (240.2) (232.1) (252.9)

Financing activities
Net borrowings (repayments) under revolving credit facilities (81.9) 87.5 (139.6)

Proceeds from issuance of long-term debt 399.7 - 2.2

Redemption of 9.75% Notes (314.6) - -

Payments of long-term debt and capital lease obligations (24.4) (375.2) (8.2)

Debt issuance costs (9.7) - -

Employee stock option exercises 13.6 25.1 12.4

Dividends paid (23.0) - -

Purchase of treasury stock (171.0) - -

Net cash used in financing activities (211.3) (262.6) (133.2)

Effect of exchange rate changes on cash 0.3 0.8 (1.0)

Net increase (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents 2.0 3.0 (2.9)

Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year 12.4 9.4 12.3 

Cash and cash equivalents at end of year $ 14.4 $ 12.4 $ 9.4

Supplemental cash flow information
Interest paid $ 33.6 $ 50.1 $ 57.0

Income taxes paid, net of refunds $ 32.2 $ 34.2 $ 22.3

See accompanying notes to consolidated financial statements.
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Consolidated Statements of Stockholders’ Equity
(In millions)

Accumulated
Common Stock Other

Shares Par Paid-in Retained Treasury Comprehensive Comprehensive
Outstanding Value Capital Earnings Stock Loss Income

Balance at January 1, 2002 47.1 $ 0.5 $ 242.2 $ 308.2 $ (0.7) $ (15.5)

Net income 176.1 $ 176.1

Unrecognized gain on derivatives, net 0.2 0.2

Foreign currency translation, net (2.9) (2.9)

Minimum pension liability

adjustment, net (41.3) (41.3)

Comprehensive income $ 132.1 

Exercise of stock options, 

including tax benefit 2.6 36.8

Balance at December 31, 2002 49.7 0.5 279.0 484.3 (0.7) (59.5)

Net income 197.1 $ 197.1 

Unrecognized gain on derivatives, net 1.0 1.0

Foreign currency translation, net 0.7 0.7

Minimum pension liability

adjustment, net (4.9) (4.9)

Comprehensive income $ 193.9 

Exercise of stock options,

including tax benefit 3.9 57.2

Balance at December 31, 2003 53.6 0.5 336.2 681.4 (0.7) (62.7)

Net income 159.5 $ 159.5

Unrecognized gain on derivatives, net 1.0 1.0

Foreign currency translation, net 3.9 3.9

Minimum pension liability

adjustment, net 9.0 9.0

Comprehensive income $ 173.4

Exercise of stock options,

including tax benefit 1.1 21.4

Dividends paid (23.0)

Purchase of treasury stock (5.0) (171.0)

Balance at December 31, 2004 49.7 $ 0.5 $357.6 $817.9 $(171.7) $(48.8)

See accompanying notes to consolidated financial statements.
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1.  ORGANIZATION AND SUMMARY OF

SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES 

ORGANIZATION American Axle & Manufacturing Holdings, Inc.

(Holdings) and its subsidiaries (collectively, we, our, us or AAM) is a

premier Tier I supplier to the automotive industry and a worldwide

leader in the manufacture, engineering, design and validation of

driveline systems and related powertrain components and chassis

modules for light trucks, sport utility vehicles (SUVs), passenger cars

and crossover vehicles.  Driveline systems include components that

transfer power from the transmission and deliver it to the drive wheels.

Our driveline and related powertrain products include axles, chassis

modules, driveshafts, chassis and steering components, driving heads,

crankshafts, transmission parts and metal formed products.  In addition

to locations in the United States (U.S.) (Michigan, New York and

Ohio), we also have offices or facilities in Brazil, China, England,

Germany, India, Japan, Mexico, Scotland and South Korea.

PRINCIPLES OF CONSOLIDATION We include the accounts 

of Holdings and its subsidiaries in our consolidated financial statements.

We eliminate the effects of all intercompany transactions, balances and

profits in our consolidation. 

REVENUE RECOGNITION We recognize revenue when

products are shipped to our customers and title transfers under

standard commercial terms.  If we are uncertain as to whether we

will be successful collecting a balance we determine in accordance

with our understanding of a commercial agreement, we do not

recognize the revenue or cost recovery until such time as the

uncertainty is removed.

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT (R&D) COSTS We expense

R&D as incurred.  R&D spending was $68.6 million, $60.7 million

and $54.0 million in 2004, 2003 and 2002, respectively. 

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS Cash and cash equivalents

include all of our cash balances and highly liquid investments with

a maturity of 90 days or less at the time of purchase. 

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE The majority of our accounts receivable

are due from original equipment manufacturers in the automotive

industry.  Credit is extended based on the evaluation of our customers’

financial condition and is reviewed on an ongoing basis.  Trade

accounts receivable are generally due on average within 45 days

from the date of shipment and are past due when payment is not

received within the stated terms.  Amounts due from customers are

stated net of allowances for doubtful accounts.  We determine our

allowances by considering factors such as, length of time accounts 

are past due, our previous loss history, the customer’s ability to pay its

obligation to us, and the condition of the general economy and the

industry as a whole.  We write-off accounts receivable when they

become uncollectible.

CUSTOMER TOOLING Reimbursable costs incurred for customer

tooling are classified as accounts receivable.  In the event we estimate

that the cost of such customer tooling is not deemed collectible, a loss

is recognized at such time.  

INVENTORIES We state our inventories at the lower of cost or

market.  The cost of our U.S. inventories is determined principally using

the last-in, first-out method (LIFO).  The cost of our foreign and indirect

inventories is determined principally using the first-in, first-out method

(FIFO).  We classify indirect inventories, which include perishable

tooling, repair parts and other materials consumed in the manufacturing

process but not incorporated into our finished products, as raw

materials.  When we determine that our gross inventories exceed

usage requirements, or if inventories become obsolete or otherwise not

saleable, we record a provision for such loss as a component of our

inventory accounts.  This policy predominantly affects our accounting

for indirect inventories.  At December 31, 2004 and 2003, inventories

consist of the following:

We state property, plant and equipment including tooling at cost.

Construction in progress includes costs incurred for the construction of

buildings and building improvements, and machinery and equipment in
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2004 2003
(Dollars in millions)

Raw materials and work-in-progress $ 196.1 $ 161.4

Finished goods 27.6 35.6

Gross inventories 223.7 197.0

LIFO reserve (14.3) (10.4)

Other inventory valuation reserves (12.6) (14.8)

Inventories, net $ 196.8 $ 171.8

PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT Property, plant and

equipment consists of the following: 

Estimated
Useful Lives 2004 2003

(Years) (Dollars in millions)

Land - $ 23.5 $ 22.8

Land improvements 10 -15 18.7 13.7

Buildings and building

improvements 15 -40 350.9 324.6

Machinery and equipment 3 -15 2,045.8 1,884.3

Construction in progress - 143.6 110.9

2,582.5 2,356.3

Accumulated depreciation

and amortization (869.5) (726.8)

Property, plant and

equipment, net $1,713.0 $1,629.5



process.  All expenditures for repair and maintenance costs that 

do not extend the useful life of the related asset are expensed in 

the period incurred.

We record depreciation and tooling amortization on the straight-line

method over the estimated useful lives of depreciable assets.

Depreciation and tooling amortization amounted to $156.6 million,

$159.8 million and $142.1 million in 2004, 2003 and 

2002, respectively.

IMPAIRMENT OF LONG-LIVED ASSETS We evaluate the

carrying value of long-lived assets and long-lived assets to be

disposed for potential impairment on an ongoing basis in

accordance with FASB Statement No. 144, “Accounting for 

the Impairment or Disposal of Long-Lived Assets.” We consider

projected future undiscounted cash flows, trends and other

circumstances in making such estimates and evaluations.  If an

impairment is deemed to exist, the carrying amount of the asset 

is adjusted based on its fair value.

GOODWILL We record goodwill when the purchase price of

acquired businesses exceeds the value of their identifiable net

tangible and intangible assets acquired.  With the adoption of

FASB Statement No. 142, “Goodwill and Other Intangible Assets”

on January 1, 2002, we no longer amortize goodwill.  Instead,

we periodically evaluate goodwill for impairment.  To meet our

ongoing annual obligation, we completed impairment tests as of

December 31, 2004 and 2003 and concluded that there was no

impairment of our goodwill.  Accumulated goodwill amortization

was $11.7 million at December 31, 2004 and 2003.  Goodwill

is our only significant intangible asset.  

Goodwill was reduced $2.4 million in 2003 due to the utilization

of a portion of our foreign net operating loss carryforwards for which

deferred tax asset valuation allowances were established in our initial

purchase accounting for the 1998 acquisition of Albion Automotive

(Holdings) Limited.

TRADE PAYABLE PROGRAM LIABILITY In 2003, we established

an accelerated supplier payment program through which our suppliers

can elect for a designated finance company to advance payment on

their invoices due from us.  We gain no advantage on the timing of

such payments or the amounts due to be paid.  The only difference

between these obligations and other trade payables is that we are

obligated to pay the finance company on the due date for such

payment established in the terms and conditions of the purchase order.

Our agreement with the finance company calls for us to share in the

discount fees charged to the suppliers by the finance company for any

advance payments made through this program.  The fees collected in

association with this program were negligible for 2004, and no such

fees were received in 2003.

STOCK-BASED COMPENSATION As permitted by FASB

Statement No. 123, “Accounting for Stock-Based Compensation,” 

we account for our employee stock options in accordance with APB

Opinion No. 25, “Accounting for Stock Issued to Employees,” and

related interpretations.  Although it is our practice to grant options with

no intrinsic value, we measure compensation cost as the excess, if

any, of the market price of our common stock at the date of grant over

the amount our associates must pay to acquire the stock.  

Had we determined compensation cost based upon the fair value

of the options at the grant date consistent with the alternative fair

value method set forth in FASB Statement No. 123, our net income

and EPS would have been adjusted to the pro forma amounts

indicated as follows:

We estimated the fair value of our employee stock options on the

date of grant using the Black-Scholes option-pricing model with the

following assumptions:

In December 2004, the FASB issued Statement No. 123(R),

“Share-Based Payment.”  FASB Statement No. 123(R) replaces 

FASB Statement No. 123, “Accounting for Stock-Based

Compensation” and supersedes APB Opinion No. 25, “Accounting 

for Stock Issued to Employees.” The revised statement requires that

the compensation cost relating to share-based payment transactions

be recognized in financial statements and measured on the fair

value of the equity or liability instruments issued.  FASB Statement
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2004 2003 2002
(Dollars in millions, except per share data)

Net income, as reported $ 159.5 $197.1 $176.1

Deduct: Total employee stock option 

expense determined under the fair 

value method, net of tax (16.4) (13.1) (10.5)

Pro forma net income $ 143.1 $184.0 $165.6

Basic EPS, as reported $ 3.09 $ 3.84 $ 3.62

Basic EPS, pro forma $ 2.77 $ 3.59 $ 3.41

Diluted EPS, as reported $ 2.98 $ 3.70 $ 3.38

Diluted EPS, pro forma $ 2.69 $ 3.50 $ 3.21

2004 2003 2002

Expected volatility 44.04% 47.55% 53.79%

Risk-free interest rate 3.70% 3.50% 4.60%

Dividend yield None None None

Expected life of options 7 years 7 years 7 years

Weighted-average 

grant-date fair value $ 19.83 $ 12.69 $ 14.51



No. 123(R) is effective for the first interim or annual reporting period

that begins after June 15, 2005.  We did not early adopt FASB

Statement 123(R) and, therefore, there was no impact on our results of

operations or financial position at December 31, 2004.  While we

are currently in the process of finalizing our analysis of the impact and

alternative methods of adoption of this Statement, we estimate the

impact, along with other equity compensation, will result in after-tax

expense of approximately $10 million in 2005.

DERIVATIVES We account for derivatives under FASB Statement

No. 133, “Accounting for Derivative Instruments and Hedging

Activities,” as amended and interpreted.  FASB Statement No. 133

requires us to recognize all derivatives on the balance sheet at fair

value.  If a derivative qualifies under FASB Statement No.133 as a

hedge, depending on the nature of the hedge, changes in the fair

value of the derivative are either offset against the change in fair value

of the hedged assets, liabilities or firm commitments through earnings

or recognized in other comprehensive income until the hedged item is

recognized in earnings.  The ineffective portion of a derivative’s

change in fair value and changes in the fair value of derivatives that

do not qualify as hedges are immediately recognized in earnings.  

In May 2003, the FASB issued Statement No. 149, “Amendment

of Statement 133 on Derivative Instruments and Hedging Activities.”

FASB Statement No. 149 amends and clarifies accounting for

derivative instruments and hedging activities under FASB Statement

No. 133.  FASB Statement No. 149 is effective for contracts entered

into or modified and for hedging relationships designated after June

30, 2003 with this guidance applied prospectively.  The adoption of

this Statement did not have a significant impact on our results of

operations or financial position at December 31, 2004 or 2003.

CURRENCY TRANSLATION We translate the assets and liabilities

of our foreign subsidiaries to U.S. dollars at end-of-period exchange

rates.  We translate the income statement elements of our foreign

subsidiaries to U.S. dollars at average-period exchange rates.  We

report the effect of translation for our foreign subsidiaries that use the

local currency as their functional currency as a separate component

of stockholders' equity.  Gains and losses resulting from the

remeasurement of assets and liabilities of our foreign subsidiary that

uses the U.S. dollar as its functional currency are reported in current

period income.  We also report any gains and losses arising from

transactions denominated in a currency other than our functional

currency in current period income.

USE OF ESTIMATES In order to prepare consolidated financial

statements in conformity with accounting principles generally

accepted in the United States of America (GAAP), we are required

to make estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts

and disclosures in our consolidated financial statements.  Actual

results could differ from those estimates.

RECLASSIFICATIONS We have reclassified certain 2003

amounts to conform to the presentation of our 2004 consolidated

financial statements.

EFFECT OF NEW ACCOUNTING STANDARDS EITF 04-08

In October 2004, the Emerging Issues Task Force (EITF) reached 

a consensus opinion on EITF 04-08, “The Effect of Contingently

Convertible Debt on Diluted Earnings per Share.” The consensus

opinion provides that contingently convertible debt instruments,

commonly referred to as “Co-Cos,” are to be included in diluted

earnings per share computations (if dilutive) regardless of whether

the market price trigger (or other contingent feature) has been met.

EITF 04-08 is effective for reporting periods ending after December

15, 2004, with retroactive application.  The adoption of EITF 

04-08 did not have any impact on our diluted earnings per share

calculation for the year ended December 31, 2004 because we

gave notice in October 2004 of our irrevocable election to pay

cash for the accreted principal amount upon conversion of the

2.00% Convertible Notes, and the impact to earnings per share 

is currently anti-dilutive due to the market price being less than the

conversion price trigger of $54.66, as adjusted.

FASB Statement No. 151 In November 2004, the FASB issued

Statement No. 151, “Inventory Costs.” FASB Statement No. 151

amends and clarifies Accounting Research Bulletin No. 43, Chapter 4.

The amendments made by Statement No. 151 will improve financial

reporting by clarifying that abnormal amounts of idle facility expense,

freight, handling costs and wasted materials should be recognized as

current-period charges and requiring the allocation of fixed production

overhead costs to inventory based on the normal capacity of the

production facilities.  FASB Statement No. 151 is effective for inventory

costs incurred during fiscal years beginning after June 15, 2005 and,

therefore, did not have any impact on our results of operations or

financial position at December 31, 2004.  We do not expect the

adoption of this Statement to have a significant impact in 2005.

2. LONG-TERM DEBT AND LEASE OBLIGATIONS

Long-term debt consists of the following: 
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2004 2003
(Dollars in millions)

Revolving credit facilities $ -  $ 60.0

9.75% Notes, net of discount - 298.8 

5.25% Notes, net of discount 249.7 -

2.00% Convertible Notes 150.0 -

Capital lease obligations 4.2  6.3 

Uncommitted lines of credit - 48.5 

Foreign credit facilities and other 44.1 36.1

Long-term debt $ 448.0  $ 449.7 



DEBT REFINANCING AND REDEMPTION COSTS In January

2004, we entered into a new senior unsecured revolving credit

facility (Revolving Credit Facility) that provides up to $600.0 million

of revolving bank financing commitments through January 2009.

The Revolving Credit Facility is used for general corporate

purposes, which included the refinancing of the previously existing

senior secured bank credit facilities (1997 Bank Credit Facilities).

We had been amortizing fees and expenses associated with the

1997 Bank Credit Facilities over the life of the agreement.  In

January 2004, the unamortized balance of such fees and expenses

of $3.2 million was expensed when we terminated our bank

financing commitments under the 1997 Bank Credit Facilities.

In February 2004, we issued $250.0 million of 5.25% Senior

Notes due February 2014 (5.25% Notes) and $150.0 million of

2.00% Senior Convertible Notes due 2024 (2.00% Convertible

Notes) in concurrent private offerings pursuant to Rule 144A of the

Securities Act of 1933.  We received net proceeds from these

offerings of approximately $394.0 million, after deducting

discounts and commissions of the initial purchasers and other

expenses.  We used a portion of the net proceeds to repurchase

$63.0 million, or 1.59 million shares, of our common stock in

privately negotiated transactions.  The remainder of the net

proceeds was used to redeem all $300.0 million of the

outstanding 9.75% Senior Subordinated Notes due March 2009

(9.75% Notes) at a cost of $314.6 million on March 1, 2004,

and for other general corporate purposes.  In the first quarter of

2004, the $14.6 million call premium and an additional $5.7

million of unamortized discounts and debt issuance costs were

expensed as a result of this redemption.

Debt refinancing and redemption costs expensed in the first

quarter of 2004 are summarized as follows (dollars in millions):

Call premium on 9.75% Notes $ 14.6

Write-off of unamortized discount and debt  

issuance costs

9.75% Notes 5.7

1997 Bank Credit Facilities 3.2 

Debt refinancing and redemption costs $ 23.5 

REVOLVING CREDIT FACILITY Our Revolving Credit Facility of

$600.0 million is due January 2009 and bears interest at rates

based on LIBOR or an alternate base rate, plus an applicable

margin.  At December 31, 2004, $580.5 million was available

under the Revolving Credit Facility, which reflected a reduction of

$19.5 million for standby letters of credit issued against the facility. 

The Revolving Credit Facility provides back-up liquidity for our

foreign credit facilities and uncommitted lines of credit.  We intend

to use the availability of long-term financing under the Revolving

Credit Facility to refinance any current maturities related to such debt

agreements that are not otherwise refinanced on a long-term basis in

their respective markets.  Accordingly, we have classified such

amounts as long-term debt.

5.25% NOTES The 5.25% Notes are senior unsecured

obligations of American Axle & Manufacturing, Inc. (AAM, Inc.) and

are fully and unconditionally guaranteed by Holdings.  Holdings has

no significant assets other than its 100% ownership of AAM, Inc.

and no subsidiaries other than AAM, Inc.  

2.00% CONVERTIBLE NOTES The 2.00% Convertible Notes 

are senior unsecured obligations of Holdings and are fully and

unconditionally guaranteed by AAM, Inc.  At the option of the

holder, under certain conditions, these notes are convertible through

2024.  The conversion rate is subject to adjustment for certain

events, including the payment of dividends, change of control and

other events specified in the indenture.  In October 2004, we gave

notice of our irrevocable election to pay cash for the accreted

principal portion of the securities upon conversion.

LEASES We lease certain facilities, machinery and equipment

under capital leases expiring at various dates.  Approximately

$22.2 million and $20.8 million of such gross asset cost is included

in property, plant and equipment at December 31, 2004 and

2003, respectively.  The weighted-average interest rate on these

capital lease obligations at December 31, 2004 was 5.1%.

We also lease certain facilities, machinery and equipment under

operating leases expiring at various dates.  All of the leases contain

renewal and/or purchase options.  Future minimum payments under

noncancelable operating leases are as follows:  $31.7 million in

2005; $30.6 million in 2006; $29.1 million in 2007; $29.0

million in 2008; $28.4 million in 2009 and $38.8 million

thereafter.  Our total expense relating to operating leases was

$30.6 million, $33.3 million and $44.3 million in 2004, 2003

and 2002, respectively.

UNCOMMITTED LINES OF CREDIT In 2004, we secured the 

use of an additional $60.0 million of uncommitted bank lines of

credit, which increased our total availability to $109.0 million.  

At December 31, 2003, $48.5 million was outstanding under 

such uncommitted bank credit lines.

FOREIGN CREDIT FACILITIES We utilize local currency credit

facilities to finance the operations of certain foreign subsidiaries.

These credit facilities, guaranteed by Holdings and/or AAM, Inc.,

expire at various dates through March 2006.  At December 31,

2004, $44.1 million was outstanding under these facilities and

$14.8 million was available.  At December 31, 2003, $36.0

million was outstanding and availability under such credit facilities

was $3.2 million.
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DEBT COVENANTS The Revolving Credit Facility contains

operating covenants which, among other things, require us to comply

with a leverage ratio and maintain a minimum level of net worth.  The

Revolving Credit Facility also limits our ability to incur certain types of

liens and amounts of indebtedness or merge into another company.

3.  DERIVATIVES AND RISK MANAGEMENT 

DERIVATIVE FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS In the normal course of

business, we are exposed to market risk associated with changes in

foreign currency exchange rates and interest rates.  To manage a

portion of these inherent risks, we purchase certain types of derivative

financial instruments, from time to time, based on management’s

judgment of the trade-off between risk, opportunity and cost.  We 

do not hold or issue derivative financial instruments for trading or

speculative purposes.

CURRENCY FORWARD CONTRACTS Because most of our

business is denominated in U.S. dollars, we do not currently have

significant exposures relating to currency exchange risk.  From time to

time, we use foreign currency forward contracts to reduce the effects

of fluctuations in exchange rates, primarily relating to the Euro,

Mexican Peso, Pound Sterling, Brazilian Real and Canadian Dollar.

We had currency forward contracts with a notional amount of $21.0

million and $14.6 million outstanding at December 31, 2004 and

2003, respectively.  

INTEREST RATE SWAPS We are exposed to variable interest

rates on certain credit facilities.  At December 31, 2004, we did 

not hedge any of our interest rate risk through interest rate swaps.

At December 31, 2003, we hedged a portion of our interest rate

risk by entering into interest rate swaps with a notional amount of

approximately $26.4 million.  These interest rate swaps, which

were first established in 1999, converted variable financing based

on 3-month LIBOR rates into fixed U.S. dollar rates varying from

6.88% to 6.96% and expired during 2004.  Generally, we

designate interest rate swaps as effective cash flow hedges of the

related debt and reflect the net cost of such agreements as an

adjustment to interest expense over the lives of the debt agreements.

The ineffective portion of any such hedges is included in current

earnings.  The impact of hedge ineffectiveness was not significant

during the years ended December 31, 2004 and 2003.

FAIR VALUE OF FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS The carrying value

of our cash and cash equivalents, accounts receivable, accounts

payable and accrued liabilities approximates their fair values due

to the short-term maturities of these assets and liabilities.  The

carrying value of our borrowings under the Revolving Credit

Facility, the uncommitted lines of credit and foreign credit facilities

approximates their fair value due to the frequent resetting of the

interest rates.  We have estimated the fair value of the 5.25%

Notes and the 2.00% Convertible Notes, using available market

information, to be approximately $240.0 million and $131.6

million, respectively at December 31, 2004.  We have estimated

the fair value of the 9.75% Notes to be approximately $318.0

million at December 31, 2003.

CONCENTRATIONS OF CREDIT RISK In the normal course of

business, we provide credit to customers in the automotive industry.

We periodically evaluate the credit worthiness of our customers

and we maintain reserves for potential credit losses, which, when

realized, have been within the range of our allowances for doubtful

accounts.  When appropriate, we also diversify the concentration

of invested cash among different financial institutions and we

monitor the selection of counter parties to other financial instruments

to avoid unnecessary concentrations of credit risk.

Sales to General Motors Corporation (GM) were approximately

80%, 82% and 86% of our total net sales in 2004, 2003 and

2002, respectively.  Accounts receivable due from GM were

$237.2 million at year-end 2004 and $245.7 million at year-end

2003.  Sales to DaimlerChrysler Corporation were approximately

11% of our total net sales in 2004 and less than 10% in both 2003

and 2002.  Accounts receivable due from DaimlerChrysler

Corporation were $51.7 million at year-end 2004.  No other single

customer accounted for more than 10% of our consolidated net sales

in any year presented.
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NET INTEREST EXPENSE The following table summarizes

supplemental information regarding the components of net interest

expense as reported in our consolidated statements of income:

2004 2003 2002
(Dollars in millions)

Gross interest expense $ 31.6 $53.5 $59.2

Capitalized interest (5.8) (6.0) (8.2)

Interest income (0.3) (0.7) (0.4)

Net interest expense $ 25.5 $46.8 $50.6

DEBT MATURITIES Aggregate maturities of long-term debt are as

follows (dollars in millions):

2005 $ 29.7

2006 16.1

2007 0.3

2008 0.4

2009 0.4

Thereafter 401.1

Total $ 448.0



4.  IMPACT OF INSURANCE SETTLEMENT

In July 2002, a fire occurred at our forge operations in Detroit, Michigan.  There were no resulting injuries and the fire did not affect our

ability to meet customer demand.  Our insurance policies provided coverage for the property destroyed and incremental costs incurred to

maintain continuity of supply.

■ Damage for Property Destroyed – A portion of the building and several machines were damaged.  At year-end 2002, a substantial portion of our

insurance claim was settled and we recognized a gain in the fourth quarter of $10.4 million in other income.  This gain consisted of $11.0

million of expected proceeds from the insurance company related to our overall property damage claim offset by $0.1 million net book value of

the damaged building and equipment, and a $0.5 million insurance deductible related to property damage expensed in the third quarter.

Additionally, we recognized $1.9 million ($0.9 million in cost of goods sold and $1.0 million in SG&A) of incremental profit sharing expense in

2002 as a result of this gain.  The net pre-tax gain at year-end 2002 was $8.5 million and the net after-tax gain amounted to $5.5 million.

■ Incremental Costs – While the fire did not affect our ability to meet customer demand, additional costs of $4.9 million were incurred in

2002 to maintain continuity of supply to our customers.  These costs were offset by insurance recoveries received in 2002 and had no

impact on our results of operations.  However, our gross profit was impacted by a $0.5 million insurance deductible related to incremental

costs in the third quarter of 2002.

At year-end 2003, this claim was settled in full, and all cash had been collected related to this claim.

5.  EMPLOYEE BENEFIT PLANS 

PENSION AND OTHER POSTRETIREMENT BENEFITS We sponsor various qualified and non-qualified defined benefit pension plans for our

eligible associates.  We maintain hourly and salaried benefit plans that provide postretirement medical, dental, vision and life benefits to our eligible

retirees and their dependents in the U.S.  We also provide benefits under collective bargaining agreements to a majority of our hourly associates.

Actuarial valuations of our benefit plans were made as of September 30, 2004 and 2003.  The principal weighted-average assumptions used in

the valuation of our U.S. and foreign plans appear in the following table.  The U.S. discount rate was based on an actuarial review of a hypothetical

portfolio of long-term, high quality corporate bonds matched against our expected payment stream.  The foreign discount rate was based on a review

of long-term bonds, including published indices in the applicable market.  The assumptions for the expected return on plan assets were based on a

review of long-term historical returns for the asset classes represented within our portfolio.  The rates of increase in compensation and health care

costs were based on current market conditions, inflationary expectations and historical information.
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Pension Benefits Other Postretirement Benefits

2004 2003 2002 2004 2003 2002

U.S. Foreign U.S. Foreign U.S. Foreign

Discount rate 6.20% 5.75% 6.25% 5.50% 6.75% 5.50% 6.35% 6.25% 6.75%

Expected return on plan assets 9.00% 8.00% 9.00% 8.00% 9.00% 8.00% N/A N/A N/A

Rate of compensation increase 4.25% 3.50% 4.25% 3.50% 4.25% 3.50% 4.25% 4.25% 4.25%

The weighted-average asset allocations at December 31, 2004 and 2003 by asset category appear in the following table.  The asset

allocation for our plans was developed in consideration of the demographics of the plan participants and expected payment stream of 

the liability.  

U.S. Foreign
Plan Assets at December 31, Target Plan Assets at December 31, Target

2004 2003 Allocation 2004 2003 Allocation

Equity securities 66.0% 66.3% 65.0% - 70.0% 70.5% 69.0% 65.0% - 70.0%

Fixed income securities 32.8% 31.4% 30.0% - 35.0% 28.0% 29.0% 30.0% - 35.0%

Cash 1.2% 2.3% 0.0% - 5.0% 1.5% 2.0% 0.0% - 5.0%

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
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The accumulated benefit obligation for all defined benefit pension plans was $461.0 million and $393.2 million at September 30,

2004 and 2003, respectively.  The following table summarizes the changes in benefit obligations and plan assets and reconciles the

funded status of the benefit plans to the net benefit plan asset (liability):

Pension Benefits Other Postretirement Benefits

2004 2003 2004 2003
(Dollars in millions) (Dollars in millions)

Change in benefit obligation

Benefit obligation at beginning of year $416.5 $335.7 $397.5 $274.4

Service cost 32.6 28.1 39.0 32.6

Interest cost 27.9 23.6 25.6 20.7

Plan amendments 21.2 - (9.3) (2.2)

Actuarial (gain) loss (5.6) 26.7 (31.7) 73.6

Participant contributions 1.7 1.6 - -

Special termination benefits - 9.3 - -

Benefit payments (14.5) (16.0) (2.5) (1.6)

Currency fluctuations 6.5 7.5 - -

Net change 69.8 80.8 21.1 123.1

Benefit obligation at end of year 486.3 416.5 418.6 397.5

Change in plan assets

Fair value of plan assets at beginning of year 283.5 210.3 - -

Actual return on plan assets 35.6 39.0 - -

Employer contributions 40.2 44.6 2.5 1.6

Participant contributions 1.7 1.6 - -

Benefit payments (14.5) (16.0) (2.5) (1.6)

Currency fluctuations 4.1 4.0 - -

Net change 67.1 73.2 - -

Fair value of plan assets at end of year 350.6 283.5 - -

Funded status — U.S. plans at September 30 (106.1) (96.3) (418.6) (397.5)

Funded status — foreign plan at September 30 (29.6) (36.7) - -

Unrecognized actuarial loss 108.3 123.9 99.4 138.2

Unrecognized prior service cost 34.2 15.4 (10.9) (2.1)

Fourth quarter contribution 4.0 8.5 0.6 0.4

Net asset (liability) at December 31 $ 10.8 $ 14.8 $(329.5) $(261.0)

Amounts recognized in our balance sheets are as follows:

Pension Benefits Other Postretirement Benefits

2004 2003 2004 2003
(Dollars in millions) (Dollars in millions)

Prepaid benefit cost $ 11.4 $ 16.2 $ - $ -

Accrued benefit liability (109.5) (106.0) (329.5) (261.0)

Intangible asset 31.9 14.3 - -

Minimum pension liability adjustment 77.0 90.3 - -

Net asset (liability) at December 31 $ 10.8 $ 14.8 $(329.5) $(261.0)



For measurement purposes, a 10% annual increase in the per-

capita cost of covered health care benefits was assumed for 2005.

The rate was assumed to decrease gradually to 5% for 2010 and

remain at that level thereafter.  Health care cost trend rates have a

significant effect on the amounts reported for health care plans.  A

one-percentage-point increase in the assumed health care cost trend

rate would have increased total service and interest cost in 2004

and the postretirement obligation at December 31, 2004 by $16.0

million and $91.3 million, respectively.  A one-percentage-point

decrease in the assumed health care cost trend rate would have

decreased total service and interest cost in 2004 and the

postretirement obligation at December 31, 2004 by $12.0 

million and $69.6 million, respectively.  

The expected future pension and other postretirement benefits to

be paid for each of the next five years and in the aggregate for 

the succeeding five years thereafter are as follows: $15.4 million

in 2005; $17.8 million in 2006; $21.1 million in 2007; $25.5

million in 2008; $30.7 million in 2009 and $232.4 million

thereafter.  These amounts were estimated using the same

assumptions to measure our 2004 year-end pension and other

postretirement benefit obligation and include an estimate of future

employee service.

MEDICARE PRESCRIPTION DRUG, IMPROVEMENT AND

MODERNIZATION ACT OF 2003 In December 2003, the

Medicare Prescription Drug, Improvement and Modernization Act of

2003 was signed into law.  This Act introduces a prescription drug

benefit under Medicare (Medicare Part D) as well as a federal

subsidy to sponsors of postretirement health care benefit plans that

provide a benefit that is at least actuarially equivalent to Medicare

Part D.  The effect of the subsidy reduced our other postretirement

benefit obligation by $28.1 million, which has been treated as an

actuarial gain and will be amortized over the future service lives of

active employees.  Our net periodic postretirement benefit cost was

reduced by $4.7 million in 2004 to recognize the effects of 

the subsidy.

CONTRIBUTIONS We expect our pension funding in 2005 to be in

the range of $30.0 million to $40.0 million and our cash outlay for other

postretirement benefit obligations to be less than $5.0 million in 2005.

ACCELERATED ATTRITION PROGRAM In accordance with FASB

Statement No. 88, “Employers’ Accounting for Settlements and

Curtailments of Defined Benefit Pension Plans and for Termination

Benefits,” we recorded a $9.3 million charge in 2003 for hourly

associates who were eligible to participate in an early retirement

program.  Each hourly associate who elected to participate received

a one-time lump-sum payment.

SEVERANCE OBLIGATIONS AND OTHER POSTEMPLOYMENT

BENEFITS Pursuant to FASB Statement No. 112, “Employers’

Accounting for Postemployment Benefits,” we recorded a $3.4 million

charge during the third quarter of 2003 to adjust our salary workforce.

VOLUNTARY SAVINGS PLANS Most of our U.S. associates are

eligible to participate in voluntary savings plans.  Our maximum match

under these plans is 50% of salaried associates’ contributions, up to

6% of their eligible salary.  Matching contributions amounted to $2.3

million in 2004, 2003 and 2002.  Under these plans, our common

stock became an investment option for our participants during 2002.

DEFERRED COMPENSATION PLAN Certain U.S. associates are

eligible to participate in a non-qualified deferred compensation

plan.  Payments of $0.6 million and $0.1 million have been made

in 2004 and 2003, respectively to eligible associates that have

elected distributions.  At December 31, 2004 and 2003, our

deferred compensation liability was $12.5 million and $9.7 million,

respectively.  We recognized $2.0 million, $1.3 million and $0.6

million of expense related to this deferred compensation plan in

2004, 2003 and 2002, respectively.  
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The components of net periodic benefit cost are as follows:

Pension Benefits Other Postretirement Benefits

2004 2003 2002 2004 2003 2002
(Dollars in millions) (Dollars in millions)

Service cost $32.6 $28.1 $ 24.0 $ 39.0 $ 32.6 $ 22.5

Interest cost 27.9 23.6 19.7 25.6 20.7 14.4

Expected asset return (26.6) (23.6) (20.8) N/A N/A N/A

Amortized loss 4.1 1.9 0.1 5.4 2.4 -

Amortized prior service cost 2.5 1.7 1.6 (0.5) - -

Special termination benefits - 9.3 - - - -

Other (1.4) 0.2 1.0 - - -

Net periodic benefit cost $39.1 $41.2 $ 25.6 $ 69.5 $ 55.7 $ 36.9



In January 2005, our deferred compensation plan was amended

to comply with the American Jobs Creation Act of 2004 passed in

October 2004.  The amendments were primarily administrative in

nature, affecting deferral elections and the timing of distributions and

will not significantly impact the benefits paid under the plan.

6.  STOCK OPTIONS

At December 31, 2004, we have stock options outstanding under

three stock compensation plans approved by our stockholders.  Under

two of these plans, a total of 19.1 million options have been

authorized for issuance to our directors, officers and certain other

associates in the form of options, stock appreciation rights or other

awards that are based on the value of our common stock.  We have

granted a total of 13.6 million options under these stock

compensation plans through December 31, 2004, which become

vested based upon duration of employment.  The vesting of some of

these options awarded pursuant to one of the plans was accelerated

due to the satisfaction of certain annual or cumulative performance

criteria.  At December 31, 2004, 6.5 million of these options have

been exercised.

At December 31, 2004, there are also 0.2 million options held by

several of our officers that were granted in 1997 as a replacement for

an incentive compensation plan established in 1994.  These options

were immediately vested and are exercisable at a weighted-average

exercise price of approximately $0.12 per share.  A total of 1.7

million options granted under this plan have been exercised prior to

December 31, 2004.

The following table summarizes activity relating to our stock options:
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Options outstanding at December 31, 2004 have a weighted-average remaining contractual life of approximately 7 years.  The following is a 

summary of the range of exercise prices for stock options that are outstanding and exercisable at December 31, 2004:

Weighted-Average
Number of Exercise Price

Shares Per Share
(In millions, except per share data)

Outstanding at January 1, 2002 9.9 $ 6.54

Options granted 1.8 24.25

Options exercised (2.7) 4.61

Options lapsed or canceled (0.1) 12.57

Outstanding at December 31, 2002 8.9 $ 10.61

Options granted 2.0 23.74

Options exercised (3.9) 6.55

Options lapsed or canceled - 20.56

Outstanding at December 31, 2003 7.0 $ 16.43

Options granted 1.7 38.35

Options exercised (1.1) 12.17

Options lapsed or canceled (0.3) 28.07

Outstanding at December 31, 2004 7.3 $21.82

Weighted-Average Number of Weighted-Average
Outstanding Exercise Price Stock Options Exercise Price

Stock Options Per Share Exercisable Per Share
(In millions, except per share data) (In millions, except per share data)

Range of exercise prices

$0.01 - $0.25 0.2 $ 0.11 0.2 $ 0.11 

$4.26 0.8 4.26 0.8 4.26 

$8.85 0.8 8.85 0.8 8.85

$9.25 - $13.13 0.1 12.19 0.1 12.19 

$15.00 - $24.13 2.4 21.09 1.2 18.72 

$24.15 - $40.83 3.0 31.87 0.9 24.63

7.3 $ 21.82 4.0 $ 14.30
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The following is a reconciliation of our provision for income taxes

to the expected amounts using statutory rates: 

2004 2003 2002

Federal statutory 35.0% 35.0% 35.0%

Foreign income taxes (0.5) (0.1) 3.0

State and local 1.2 0.8 2.0

Federal tax credits (1.7) (1.0) (2.0)

Other (1.6) 0.3 (2.3)

Effective income tax rate 32.4% 35.0% 35.7%

7.  INCOME TAXES 

Income before income taxes for U.S. and non-U.S. operations was 

as follows:

2004 2003 2002
(Dollars in millions)

U.S income $187.0 $285.4 $263.1

Non-U.S. income 48.8 17.8 10.7

Total income before 

income taxes $235.8 $303.2 $273.8

The following is a summary of the components of our provisions 

for income taxes: 

2004 2003 2002
(Dollars in millions)

Current

Federal $ 18.3 $ 76.2 $ 31.4

Other state and local 4.0 6.8 4.9

Foreign 7.7 2.7 2.7

Total current 30.0 85.7 39.0

Deferred

Federal 36.8 20.0 45.5

Other state and local 0.5 (2.9) 4.1

Foreign 9.0 3.3 9.1

Total deferred 46.3 20.4 58.7

Total income taxes $ 76.3 $106.1 $ 97.7

The following is a summary of the significant components of our

deferred tax assets and liabilities: 

2004 2003
(Dollars in millions)

Current deferred tax assets

Employee benefits $ 10.9 $ 11.4

Inventory and other - 5.3

Total current deferred tax assets 10.9 16.7

Current deferred tax liabilities

Inventory and other (3.5) (0.4)

Current deferred tax asset, net $ 7.4 $ 16.3

2004 2003
(Dollars in millions)

Noncurrent deferred tax assets

Employee benefits $ 127.5 $ 115.4

NOL carryforwards 19.7 18.4

Tax credit carryforwards 1.7 2.9 

Capital allowance carryforwards 15.0 17.4 

Prepaid taxes 12.1 17.4

Goodwill 0.4 0.4

Other 1.3 4.1

Valuation allowances (32.5) (34.9)

Noncurrent deferred tax assets, net 145.2 141.1 

Noncurrent deferred tax liabilities

Fixed assets and other (252.9) (207.2)

Noncurrent deferred tax liability, net $(107.7) $ (66.1)

Noncurrent deferred tax assets and liabilities recognized in our

balance sheets are as follows:

2004 2003
(Dollars in millions)

U.S. Federal deferred tax liability, net $(114.5) $ (73.0)

Other foreign deferred tax asset, net 6.8 6.9

Noncurrent deferred tax liability, net $(107.7) $ (66.1)



Certain exercisable stock options were excluded in the

computations of diluted EPS because the exercise price of these

options was greater than the average annual market prices.  The

number of stock options outstanding, which was not included in the

calculation of diluted EPS, was 1.6 million at year-end 2004 and

less than 0.1 million at year-end 2003 and 2002.  The ranges of

exercise prices related to the excluded exercisable stock options

were $34.88 — $40.83 at year-end 2004, $34.15 — $34.88

at year-end 2003 and $27.00 — $34.88 at year-end 2002.

9.  COMMITMENTS AND CONTINGENCIES 

Obligated purchase commitments for capital expenditures were

approximately $155.6 million at December 31, 2004 and

$117.4 million at December 31, 2003.

We are involved in various legal proceedings incidental to our

business.  Although the outcome of these matters cannot be

predicted with certainty, we do not believe that any of these

matters, individually or in the aggregate, will have a material

adverse effect on our financial condition, results of operations or

cash flows.

We are subject to various federal, state, local and foreign

environmental and occupational safety and health laws, regulations

and ordinances, including those regulating air emissions, water

discharge, waste management and environmental cleanup.  We

will continue to closely monitor our environmental conditions to

ensure that we are in compliance with all laws, regulations and

ordinances.  GM has agreed to indemnify and hold us harmless

against certain environmental conditions existing prior to our

purchase of the assets from GM on March 1, 1994.  GM’s

indemnification obligations terminated on March 1, 2004 with

respect to any new claims that we may have against GM.  We

have made, and will continue to make, capital and other

expenditures (including recurring administrative costs) to comply

with environmental requirements.  Such expenditures were not

significant during 2004, and we do not expect such expenditures

to be significant in 2005.

10.  STOCKHOLDER RIGHTS PLAN

In September 2003, our Board of Directors adopted a

Stockholder Rights Plan (the Rights Plan) and declared a dividend

of one preferred share purchase right for each outstanding share of

common stock for stockholders of record on September 25, 2003.

The Rights Plan provides a reasonable means of safeguarding the

interests of all stockholders against unsolicited takeover attempts at

a price not reflective of its fair value.  The Rights Plan is designed

to give the Board of Directors sufficient time to evaluate and

The deferred income tax assets and liabilities summarized on the

preceding page reflect the impact of temporary differences between

the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities for financial reporting

purposes and the basis of such assets and liabilities as measured by

tax laws.  At year-end 2004 and 2003, our net noncurrent foreign

deferred tax asset was primarily attributable to timing differences

related to our minimum pension liability for our foreign operations.

Also at year-end 2004 and 2003, our net noncurrent U.S. Federal

deferred tax liability was principally attributable to the impact of

accelerated tax depreciation.  The impact of this accelerated tax

depreciation was offset in both 2004 and 2003 primarily by timing

differences related to postretirement benefits and alternative minimum

tax credit carryforwards that do not expire.

Our deferred tax asset valuation allowances at December 31,

2004 and 2003 were tax benefits principally related to foreign 

net operating losses and capital allowance carryforwards.  Although

these carryforwards do not expire, we considered prior operating

results and future plans, as well as the utilization period of other

temporary differences, in determining the amount of our valuation

allowances.  In 2004 and 2003, we utilized a portion of such

foreign tax benefits.  

Payments for federal, state, local and foreign income taxes were

$33.3 million, $44.9 million and $31.5 million in 2004, 2003 and

2002, respectively.

8.  EARNINGS PER SHARE (EPS)

The following table sets forth the computation of our basic and

diluted EPS: 
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2004 2003 2002
(In millions, except per share data)

Numerator

Net income $159.5 $197.1 $176.1

Denominators

Basic shares outstanding –

Weighted-average 

shares outstanding 51.6 51.3 48.6

Effect of dilutive securities

Dilutive stock options 1.9 2.0 3.5

Diluted shares outstanding –

Adjusted weighted-

average shares after 

assumed conversions 53.5 53.3 52.1

Basic EPS $ 3.09 $ 3.84 $ 3.62

Diluted EPS $ 2.98 $ 3.70 $ 3.38
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respond to an unsolicited takeover attempt and to encourage

anyone or group considering such action to negotiate first with 

the Board of Directors. 

11.  RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS 

In 1997, Blackstone Capital Partners II Merchant Banking Fund L.P.

and certain of its affiliates (Blackstone) acquired a majority ownership

interest in our company through a leveraged recapitalization

transaction.  In connection with this transaction, we entered into 

an agreement, which was amended in 2001, pursuant to which

Blackstone provided certain advisory and consulting services to us.  

In December 2003, Blackstone completed their orderly exit strategy

with a secondary offering of approximately 6.5 million shares to

outside investors at which time this agreement terminated.  We incurred

costs of $2.6 million and $2.0 million for services provided by

Blackstone in 2003 and 2002, respectively.  The following table

summarizes Blackstone’s ownership and shares offered to outside

investors in 2003 and 2002:  

In March 2002, in addition to Blackstone’s sale of our common

stock, Richard E. Dauch, AAM’s Co-Founder, Chairman of the Board &

Chief Executive Officer, sold 1.5 million shares of our common stock in

a public offering.  Prior to the March 2002 offering, Mr. Dauch’s

beneficial ownership of our common stock was approximately 17%.

After such offering, Mr. Dauch beneficially owned approximately 14%

of our common stock. 

Consistent with our Registration Statement disclosures related 

to these offerings, we have assumed the exercise of deep-in-the-

money options to purchase common shares that were granted 

prior to our initial public offering and that were exercisable at 

the time of the offerings in the determination of the beneficial

ownership percentages for Blackstone and Mr. Dauch.  Approximately

2.0 million and 4.1 million shares of common stock related to 

such options were assumed to be outstanding in the beneficial 

ownership calculations for October 2003 and March 

2002, respectively.

12.  LABOR RELATIONS

In February 2004, our national collective bargaining agreement

with the UAW expired.  As a result of not reaching an agreement

before the expiration of the contract, we experienced a temporary

work stoppage of less than two days at six of our North American

manufacturing facilities.  In 2004, our operating results include

costs and expenses of approximately $5.2 million related to

overtime and other costs to recover lost production as a result of 

the work stoppage.

Lump-sum ratification payments totaling $37.5 million (including

applicable payroll taxes) were made in the first half of 2004 in

accordance with new collective bargaining agreements with unions

that represent our hourly associates at six of our locations in the

U.S.  These lump-sum payments relate to future service of our hourly

associates.  In 2004, we expensed $13.7 million of these

payments, which represented amounts earned in 2004 including

$7.5 million paid in lieu of base wage increases.  The remaining

$23.8 million relates to amounts both parties agreed would be

earned during the terms of the agreements and will be amortized

over the remaining lives of the agreements.

In the first half of 2004, we recognized a pre-tax charge 

of $12.7 million (most of which was recovered through 

associated labor cost savings in the second half of 2004) 

related to lump-sum voluntary separation payments accepted by

nearly 250 hourly associates terminating their employment with

AAM.  In December 2004, we recognized an additional pre-tax

charge of $10.0 million related to a similar voluntary separation

program accepted by 186 hourly associates terminating their

employment with AAM (associated labor cost savings will be

recovered in 2005).

Blackstone’s Ownership
Shares Approximate

Shares Beneficially Owned % Owned
Offered After Offerings After Offerings

(In millions)

March 2002 8.0 14.0 27%

October 2003 7.5 6.5 12%

December 2003 6.5 0.0 0%

AAM did not sell any shares and did not receive any of the proceeds from the sale of

shares by Blackstone.
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2004 2003 2002
(Dollars in millions)

Net sales

United States $ 2,472.5 $ 2,600.0 $ 2,524.9 

Canada 328.1 325.2 402.7 

Mexico and South America 667.6 642.2 432.1 

Europe and other 131.4 115.3 120.5 

Total net sales $ 3,599.6 $ 3,682.7 $ 3,480.2

Long-lived assets

United States $ 1,499.3 $ 1,411.6 $ 1,378.4

Other 440.1 416.5 380.3

Total long-lived assets $ 1,939.4 $ 1,828.1 $ 1,758.7

March 31 June 30 September 30 December 31 Full Year
(Dollars in millions, except per share data)

2004

Net sales $ 952.8 $ 929.6 $ 841.6 $ 875.6 $3,599.6 

Gross profit 136.4 133.4 107.9 96.8 474.5 

Net income 36.5 55.3 36.4 31.3 159.5 

Basic EPS $ 0.69 $ 1.06 $ 0.71 $ 0.63 $ 3.09 

Diluted EPS (1) $ 0.66 $ 1.02 $ 0.68 $ 0.61 $ 2.98 

Market price (2)

High $ 41.98 $ 39.86 $ 35.66 $ 30.84 $ 41.98 

Low $ 34.10 $ 33.30 $ 27.84 $ 26.87 $ 26.87 

2003

Net sales $ 975.3 $ 913.6 $ 867.7 $ 926.1 $ 3,682.7 

Gross profit 144.7 137.8 119.4 138.4 540.3 

Net income 54.0 51.0 38.7 53.4 197.1 

Basic EPS $ 1.08 $ 1.01 $ 0.74 $ 1.01 $ 3.84 

Diluted EPS (1) $ 1.02 $ 0.97 $ 0.71 $ 0.96 $ 3.70 

Market price (2)

High $ 25.79 $ 25.65 $ 33.17 $ 40.53 $ 40.53 

Low $ 19.50 $ 21.24 $ 24.05 $ 30.47 $ 19.50 

(1) Full year diluted EPS will not necessarily agree to the sum of the four quarters because each quarter is a separate calculation.
(2) Prices are the quarterly high and low closing sales prices for our common stock as reported by the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE).  We had approximately

469 stockholders of record as of February 10, 2005.

We submitted a CEO certification to the NYSE on May 5, 2004 pursuant to Section 303A of the NYSE Corporate Governance Listing Standards.

13.  SEGMENT AND GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION

We operate in one reportable segment:  the manufacture, engineering, design and validation of driveline systems and related powertrain

components and chassis modules for light trucks, SUVs, passenger cars and crossover vehicles.  Financial information relating to our operations

by geographic area is presented in the following table.  Net sales are attributed to countries based upon location of customer.  Long-lived assets

exclude deferred income taxes.

14.  UNAUDITED QUARTERLY FINANCIAL AND MARKET DATA
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B O A R D  O F  D I R E C T O R S

Board of Directors information as of February 10, 2005

FRONT ROW, FROM LEFT TO RIGHT: 

Dr. Henry T. Yang Chancellor & Professor of Mechanical Engineering, University of California – 
Santa Barbara

Thomas K. Walker Chairman & Chief Executive Officer, Lackawanna Acquisition Corporation

Richard E. Dauch Co-Founder, Chairman of the Board & Chief Executive Officer, 
American Axle & Manufacturing Holdings, Inc.

B.G. Mathis Retired Executive Vice President – Administration & Chief Administrative Officer, 
American Axle & Manufacturing Holdings, Inc.

Elizabeth A. Chappell President & Chief Executive Officer, Detroit Economic Club

BACK ROW, FROM LEFT TO RIGHT: 

Larry K. Switzer Retired Chief Executive Officer, Danka PLC

Richard C. Lappin Former Chairman, Haynes International Inc.

Forest J. Farmer Chairman, Chief Executive Officer & President, The Farmer Group

Larry W. McCurdy Retired Chairman, President & Chief Executive Officer, Echlin, Inc.

Executive Committee Richard E. Dauch (chairman), Forest J. Farmer, Thomas K. Walker

Audit Committee Thomas K. Walker (chairman), Richard C. Lappin, Larry W. McCurdy, Larry K. Switzer

Compensation Committee Forest J. Farmer (chairman), Elizabeth A. Chappell, Thomas K. Walker

Nominating/Corporate 
Governance Committee Richard C. Lappin (chairman), Forest J. Farmer, Thomas K. Walker

Technology Committee Dr. Henry T. Yang (chairman), Richard C. Lappin, Thomas K. Walker
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O F F I C E R S

FRONT ROW, FROM LEFT TO RIGHT: 

1. Yogendra N. Rahangdale* – Executive Vice President – Operations & Planning

2. Joel D. Robinson* – Vice Chairman

3. Patrick S. Lancaster* – Vice President, Chief Administrative Officer & Secretary

4. Richard E. Dauch* – Co-Founder, Chairman of the Board & Chief Executive Officer

5. Thomas L. Martin* – Vice President – Finance & Chief Financial Officer

BACK ROW, FROM LEFT TO RIGHT:

6. Allan R. Monich** – Vice President – Program Management & Launch

7. John S. Sofia** –  Vice President – Quality Assurance & Customer Satisfaction

8. John E. Jerge** – Vice President – Human Resources

9. Michael K. Simonte* – Vice President & Treasurer

10. David C. Dauch** – Executive Vice President – Commercial & Strategic Development

11. Abdallah F. Shanti** – Vice President – Information Technology, Electronic Product

Integration & Chief Information Officer

12. Alberto L. Satine** – Vice President – Procurement

13. John J. Bellanti** – Vice President – Engineering & Chief Technology Officer

14. Marion A. Cumo, Sr.** – Vice President – Driveline Division

15. Richard F. Dauch** – President – Metal Formed Products Division

16. Steven J. Proctor** – Vice President – Sales & Marketing

17. Alan L. Shaffer** – Vice President – Strategic & Business Development

18. Thomas O. Delanoy** – Vice President – Materials Management & Logistics

* Executive Officer of American Axle & Manufacturing Holdings, Inc. and American Axle & Manufacturing, Inc.

**  Executive Officer of American Axle & Manufacturing, Inc. 

Officers as of February 10, 2005

1

6 7 8 9 10
11 12

13
14

3

15 16 17
18

5

2

4
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2004 2003 2002 2001 2000

Statement of income data
Net sales $ 3,599.6 $ 3,682.7 $ 3,480.2 $ 3,107.2 $ 3,069.5 
Gross profit 474.5 540.3 491.7 409.7 426.2 
Selling, general and administrative expenses 189.7 194.0 180.5 164.4 162.6 
Operating income 284.8 346.3 311.2 241.3 259.4 
Net interest expense (25.5) (46.8) (50.6) (59.4) (58.8) 
Net income 159.5(a) 197.1 176.1(b) 114.9 129.2 
Diluted earnings per share $ 2.98 $ 3.70 $ 3.38 $ 2.36 $ 2.60 
Diluted shares outstanding 53.5 53.3  52.1 48.7 49.7 

Balance sheet data
Cash and cash equivalents $ 14.4 $ 12.4 $ 9.4 $ 12.3 $ 35.2 
Total assets 2,538.8 2,398.7 2,335.7 2,160.9  1,902.5 
Total long-term debt 448.0 449.7 734.1 878.2 817.1 
Stockholders’ equity 955.5 954.7 703.6 534.7 372.0 
Dividends declared per share $ 0.45 $ - $ -   $ -   $ -

Statement of cash flows data
Cash provided by operating activities $ 453.2 $ 496.9 $ 384.2 $ 232.8 $ 252.2 
Cash used in investing activities (240.2) (232.1) (252.9) (375.5) (381.0)  
Cash (used in) provided by financing activities (211.3) (262.6) (133.2) 120.2 24.1 

Other data
EBITDA(c) $ 432.7 $ 513.8 $ 470.6 $ 367.8 $ 377.0 
Depreciation and amortization 171.1 163.1 145.8 126.6 107.9 
Capital expenditures 240.2 229.1 207.7 375.5 381.0 
Buyouts of sale-leasebacks - 3.0 45.2 - -

-

(a) Excluding a one-time charge of $15.9 million, net of tax related to debt refinancing and redemption costs in the first quarter of 2004, net income would have been $175.4 million.

(b) Excluding a $5.5 million gain, net of tax and other related costs, due to an insurance settlement related to a fire that occurred at our forge operations in Detroit, Michigan, net income

would have been $170.6 million.  See Note 4 to the consolidated financial statements for further discussion.

(c) We believe that earnings before interest expense, income taxes, depreciation and amortization (EBITDA) is a meaningful measure of performance as it is commonly utilized by man-

agement and investors to analyze operating performance and entity valuation.  Our management, the investment community and the banking institutions routinely use EBITDA, together

with other measures, to measure our operating performance relative to other Tier I automotive suppliers.  EBITDA should not be construed as income from operations, net income or

cash flow from operating activities as determined under accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America.  Other companies may calculate 

EBITDA differently.

2004 2003 2002 2001 2000
Net income $ 159.5 $ 197.1 $ 176.1 $ 114.9 $ 129.2 
Interest expense 25.8 47.5 51.0 60.3 65.7 
Income taxes 76.3 106.1 97.7 66.0 74.2 
Depreciation and amortization 171.1 163.1 145.8 126.6 107.9 
EBITDA $ 432.7 $ 513.8  $ 470.6 $ 367.8 $ 377.0  

Five Year Financial Summary
Year Ended December 31,

(In millions, except per share data)
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AMERICAN AXLE & 
MANUFACTURING HOLDINGS, INC.
One Dauch Drive

Detroit, Michigan  48211-1198

Telephone:  (313) 758-2000

Internet:  www.aam.com

FORM 10-K ANNUAL REPORT
AAM’s Form 10-K annual report for 2004, 

filed with the Securities and Exchange 

Commission, is available on our website or from:

American Axle & Manufacturing Holdings, Inc.

Investor Relations

One Dauch Drive

Detroit, Michigan   48211-1198

Telephone:  (313) 758-4823

CORPORATE NEWS RELEASES
Corporate news releases are available on the 

internet at: www.aam.com

ANNUAL MEETING OF 
STOCKHOLDERS
The 2005 Annual Meeting of Stockholders will be

held on April 28, 2005, at 3:00 p.m. at: 

the AAM World Headquarters Auditorium

One Dauch Drive

Detroit, Michigan 48211-1198

EQUITY SECURITIES
American Axle & Manufacturing Holdings, Inc.

Common Stock Transfer Agent

EquiServe Trust Company, N.A.

P.O. Box 43069

Providence, Rhode Island 02940-3069

Telephone: (877) 282-1168

(Inside the United States)

Telephone: (816) 843-4299

(Outside the United States)

Telephone: (800) 952-9245

(TDD/TTY for hearing impaired)

Internet:  www.equiserve.com

©  American Axle & Manufacturing Holdings, Inc., 2005.  All rights reserved.  References in
this report to AAM are intended to refer collectively to American Axle & Manufacturing
Holdings, Inc. and its U.S. and international subsidiaries.

AAM Manufacturing, 

Technical and 

Business Locations

S T O C K H O L D E R S ’  I N F O R M A T I O N
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